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Dedicated to
Walter G. White

April 19, 1899 - April 9, 1996
Ossipee was very fortunate to have a citizen like Walter White. Born in
Tamworth in 1899, he grew up in West Ossipee where his father was the freight
handler at the train station. He attended and graduated from Brewster Academy
and then attended General Electric's School of Engineering in Lynn, Massachusetts
where he graduated in 1919.

About this time. Walter's Cousin Virgil was setting up a factory to
manufacture snowmobiles in West Ossipee and couldn't think of a better person
than Walter to set it up and run it. The factory, the present site of the Yield House
warehouse, was kept buzzing until 1928 when Ossipee, like other communities,
began plowing snow on the roads instead of rolling it. This did not bode well for
the converted model T snowmobiles, so Virgil sold his snowmobile patent and
decided to expand the factory's woodworking shop. The area that made wooden
runners for the snowmobiles was

retooled to manufacture furniture, and Walter

oversaw this operation until 1929. The financial crash, which crippled the nation,
forced the sale of the factory to Frankson's Furniture and left Walter at home,
raising chickens.

In 1931, Walter served as the Registrar of Probate and became politically
active in the Republican Party. It was not long after the election of Governor

Bridges that our man served at the head of a number of different State agencies
including as Commissioner of Weights and Measures, Liquor Commissioner, and

Assistant Fiscal Agent. In 1941, Mr. White was appointed as Acting Chairman of
the Water Resources Board. He was subsequently appointed Chairman and served
in that position for twenty-three years. Mr. White served as an active County
Chairman of the Republican Party and also served as delegate to the National
Republican Convention.
Mr. White was Moderator for the

Town of Ossipee back in the 1930s, ‘40s

and ‘50s when Town Meetings were held at the Congregational Church and Town
Offices were located on the first floor. Ossipee was never so proud as when Life
Magazine featured Ossipee's Town Meeting complete with a photograph of Walter
White as Moderator.
In 1948, Mr. White became active in real estate and with his partner, Robert
Sawyer, developed some 1,200 acres in the area now known as ''Long Sands" and
"The Bays." Mr. White made a wonderful contribution to the Town in donating
ownership of his half of a 106-acre parcel which was later to be known as
Constitution Park. His donation was used as part of a match with federal funds to
acquire the parcel for the town. The park is used by thousands of people every year
and is the focal point of Old Home Week activities.

Mr. White made the Town of Ossipee proud during his lifetime and left a
legacy which will be cherished by Ossipee's future generations. We are all proud
to dedicate this year's Town Report to a great man, Walter White.
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TOWN

CLERK’S MINUTES

March 12, 1996 Elections (abridged)
To act on the Articles, the polls were open from 10:00 AM to 7:00 PM
ARTICLE 1: To elect all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year as follows: to
choose one (1) Selectman for a term of three (3) years; one (1) Moderator for a term

of two (2) years; one (1) Supervisor of the Checklist for a term of six (6) years; one
(1) Cemetery Trustee for a term of three (3) years; one (1) Cemetery Trustee for a
term of two (2) years; one (1) Cemetery Trustee for a term of one (1) year; one (1)
Trustee of Trust Funds for a terms of three (3) years; two (2) Budget Committee

Members for a term of three (3) years; two (2) Library Trustees for a term of three
(3) years; two (2) Planning Board Members for a term of three (3) years; and two (2)
Zoning Board of Adjustment Members for a term of three (3) years.
ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor of Amendment #96-1 for the Town Zoning Ordinance
4.9 Travel Trailers and Campers as follows: To modify to allow occasional use of
recreational vehicles on parcels of land, if parcels are used for not more than
fourteen (14) days in any calendar year. The land owner must comply with the
remainder of RSA 216-1:13. (Intent of the Article: At present you may not camp on
your own property. This amendment modifies Town Zoning Ordinance 4.9 and
adopts state RSA 216-l:13 which permits camping on your own property.)
(Submitted by Petition) (Not Approved by the Planning Board)
ARGC
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ARTICLE 3: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #96-2 to the Ossipee
Zoning Ordinance to rezone from “Village” to “Commercial” an area of land
located in the area of town known as Ossipee Village and more particularly
described as follows: Beginning at a point at the intersection of the easterly right of
way line on NH Route 28 and Frenchman

Brook, so called, thence in a general

easterly direction along said Frenchman Brook to a point 500 feet from said
easterly right of way line of NH Route 28; thence in a general southerly direction,
running parallel to and 500 feet from the easterly right of way line of NH Route 28
and Old Route 28, so called, to the southerly side of the Boston and Maine Rail
Road right of way; thence in a general westerly direction along the southerly right
of way; thence in a general westerly direction along the southerly right of way line
of said Rail Road, crossing Route 28, continuing to the westerly right of way line of
Old Route 28; thence in a general southerly direction, 342 feet more or less, along
the westerly right of way line of Old Route 28 to the southerly property line of Lot
42 shown on Ossipee Tax Map 57, said lot now or formerly owned and/or leased
by Ossipee Oil Co, Inc.; thence in a general westerly direction along said property
line to the easterly right of way line of Route 28; thence in a general northerly
direction along the easterly right of way line of NH Route 28 to the point of
beginning. (Submitted by Petition) (Approved by the Planning Board)
ARTICLE 3 PASSED - YES, 295 - NO, 204

ARTICLE 4: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #96-3 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Ossipee Zoning Ordinance as follows: To avoid setback
problems in located signs Article XXXIII Definitions - SIGN which presently reads:
SIGN - A structure or device designed to inform or attract attention
Must be revised to read:
SIGN - A device designed to inform or attract attention.
ARTICLE 4 PASSED - YES, 329 - NO, 154

ARTICLE 5: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #96-4 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Ossipee Zoning Ordinance as follows: To eliminate
contradicting language between Article 4.7 Parking and Storage of Unlicensed
Vehicles and Article XXXIII Definition - Junkyards;

Article 4.7 which currently reads:
4.7 PARKING

AND

STORAGE

OF UNLICENSED

VEHICLES.

In any district,

no more than two (2) motor vehicles which require license plates, but which are
without current license plates, shall be parked or stored except in authorized
automobile sales areas, enclosed buildings, or approved junkyards. No more than
two (2) specialty vehicles which do not require license plates, such as home made
or factory constructed competition machines and shall be parked or stored out of
sight from adjacent properties and may be subject to RSA 236:111. This does not
pertain to farm vehicles or other vehicles which are in constant use and do not
require a license plate for such use.
Must be revised to read:

4.7 PARKING

AND

STORAGE

OF UNLICENSED

VEHICLES.

In any district,

no more than one (1) motor vehicle which require license plates, but which is
without current license plates, shall be parked or stored except in authorized
automobile sales areas, enclosed buildings, or approved junkyards. No more than
two (2) specialty vehicles which do not require license plates, such as home made
or factory constructed competition machines and shall be parked or stored out of
sight from adjacent properties and may be subject to RSA 236:111. This does not
pertain to farm vehicles or other vehicles which are in constant use and do not
require a license plate for such use.
ARTICLE 5 PASSED - YES, 322 - NO, 173

ARTICLE 6: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #969-5 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Ossipee Zoning Ordinance as follows: To add to
section 4.6, 4.6.9 Alternative Parking Standards:

a. Parking Requirements for Shopping Centers: Summary Recommendations
and Research Study Report. Urban Land Institute. Washington, 1982.
b. Shared Parking. Urban Land Institute. Washington. 1990.
c. Parking Generation. Institute of Transportation Engineers. Washington.
1957.

ARTICLE 6 PASSED - ¥ES,'296 = NO; 149

ARTICLE 7: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #96-6 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Ossipee Zoning Ordinance as follows: Regarding
section 34.2.h, Personal Service Shop: To change Residential from “N” to “SE” and

to change Rural from “N” to “SE.”
ARTICLE 7 PASSED - YES, 268 - NO, 162

ARTICLE 8: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #96-7 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Ossipee Zoning Ordinance as follows: To add to section
34.2, letter “o”; fuel, oil, and propane dispensing and storage: Village SE,
Residential N, Roadside Commercial P, Commercial P, Rural SE; and to add to
section 35.2, letter “o”: fuel, oil, and propane dispensing and storage - Virgin

petroleum products, propane, LP gas, or similar products, which shall comply with
Article 5.8 of the zoning ordinance and all applicable State and Federal laws and
rules,
ARTICLE 8 PASSED - YES, 280 - NO, 155

TOWN

OF OSSIPEE

ANNUAL

MEETING

MINUTES

March 13, 1996 (abridged)
Moderator Donald Meader called the meeting or order at 6:30 PM.
A flag presentation by Boy Scout Troop #234.
Rev. Shafer asked for a moment of silence in sympathy of the tragic loss of lives in
Donblane, Scotland, Invocation followed, and everyone joined by singing “God
Bless America.”

The Moderator thanked those who helped prepare for this meeting. He also made
note of our town book being dedicated to our Treasurer, Thomas Galante. He
stated that this dedication was very much in order. He then read a letter from
Thomas Galante thanking everyone for giving him this honor.
The Moderator reminded us that we must use the voting card in order to vote or
speak and non-voters and non-residents will need permission to speak.
Administrator Thomas Gaydos will be allowed to speak. Introductions of the three
selectmen,

Skehan, Jones and Martin,

Administrator

Gaydos,

and Town

Clerk

Adams was made. Belinda Cullen, Chairman of the Budget Committee, introduced
those members present: Mark Wright, Veronica Rogers, John Swanson, and Peter

Sluski, West Ossipee Fire Precinct representative.

The Moderator read the rules of the meeting.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the meeting will approve of the cost items contained in a
collective bargaining agreement between the Town and AFSCME Local 534
covering the period between April 1, 1996 and March 30, 1999; those cost items
totaling twenty-seven thousand five hundred five dollars ($27,505.00) in the first
contract year; twenty-one thousand one hundred thirty-seven dollars ($21,137.00)
in the second contract year; and sixteen thousand nine dollars ($16,009.00) in the

third contract year; and to make appropriation for the cost items in said first year.
(Recommended by Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Majority Vote Required)
Motion made, seconded and opened for discussion. Tom Gaydos noted that
we have negotiated a three year contract. We are not voting on the first year now
in the amount of $27,505.00.

ARTICLE 9 - PASSED AS READ
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty
thousand dollars ($40,000.00) for use with Block Grant money to repair a portion
of Moultonville Road. Said sum to be expended only if what is earmarked for the
project is insufficient, and any portion unused is to be returned to the taxpayers.
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Majority Vote Required)
Selectman Joseph Skehan stated that this year the Selectmen have selected

Moultonville Road. $40,000 along with the $97,000 block grant will be spent. We
will go up Moultonville Road as far as the budget allows. Hopefully we will come
back next year to complete it.
ARTICLE

10 - PASSED AS READ

10

ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ten
thousand dollars ($10,000.00) for capital improvements and repairs to the town
hall to render it accessible to physically challenged individuals in compliance with
the Americans with Disabilities Act. (Recommended by the Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee) (Majority Vote Required)
Article read, motion made, seconded and opened for discussion. Joe Skehan

said that last year we appropriated $20,000 and with this we completely
refurbished the warming hut for use as a recreation department office. The former

recreation office has been converted to a handicap bathroom with an office in the
rear. This $10,000 will be to install a new front entry with a handicap ramp for
wheelchair access.
ARTICLE

11 - PASSED AS READ

ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00) to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund
established pursuant to Article 13 of the 1995 Town Meeting for the purpose of
repairing State-owned roadways within the town under a two-for-one matching
State aid program and to designate the Selectmen as agents to expend.
(Recommended by Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Majority Vote Required)
Article read, motion made, seconded and opened for discussion. Selectman
Skehan explained this is the program we entered into a year ago with the State. Last
year we put $25,000 away and the State reserved $50,000 in Ossipee’s name. This
$75,000 along with the prior allocations will give us a total of $150,000. This year
the State will be studying the lower end of Browns Ridge Road from Tufpac to
Route 16. This should improve truck traffic. They are paving Route 41 going from
Route 16 at Whittier and will include Depot Street, Depot Road, Whittier Street
and the square leading into the Lions Club.
Jim Kazolias wanted to know how far up Browns Ridge Road they were going.
Ken Kyle told Skehan from the Wolfeboro line to Route 16. This year it will be
studies and work completed next year. Jim was concerned about present
conditions. Skehan said that we will cold patch for temporary relief. The State will
engineer at no charge and our two-for-one match is for the actual work.
Wayne Aleska inquired about the possibility of repairing and portion of road
from Route 41 to Windsock Village, about a 1/2 mile section. Apparently this
section belongs to Tamworth. He asked if we could get together with Tamworth to
repair the badly damaged road. Selectman Skehan agreed to approach Tamworth.
ARBICLE12—0PASSEDIAS

READ

ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
thousand dollars ($40,000.00) for the purpose of paying down a note
the Ossipee Housing Trust which is guaranteed by the Town
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget
(Majority Vote Required)

sum of forty
obligation of
of Ossipee.
Committee)

ARTICLE 13 - PASSED AS READ

ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
four-year lease-purchase agreement for the purpose of leasing a four-wheel-drive
for use by the Police Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of seven
thousand dollars ($7,000.00) for the first year’s payment for that purpose.
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Majority Vote Required)

11

Moderator explained he as received a petition to take this vote by secret ballot.
Chief Richard Morgan spoke to this article. This is the vehicle he was going to
ask for last year. Because they had the opportunity to put on the additional police
officer through a three year $75,000 federal grant he decided to raise the match at
that time instead of asking for both items. He has needed a 4-wheel-drive vehicle
to gain access to back roads. He expects this vehicle to last between 7 - 10 years as
he intends to use this only for special needs. He projects 4,000 - 5,000 miles a
year, and this is why he feels a lease-purchase is cost effective. James Kazolias
commented on the recent rescue where the police and sheriff's department could
not enter the emergency area, it took a private 4x4 vehicle. Chief Morgan said the
$7,000 in the report is for eight months lease and additional money for a radio and
flashlights, etc. This coming year it will be $7,200. Morgan said that our leasepurchase includes full maintenance for the four years and than we will own at the
end.
Secret ballot count was 105 YES, 40 No.
ARTICLE 14 - PASSED AS READ

ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
five year lease-purchase agreement for the purpose of leasing a highway plow truck
complete with plow, wing, dump body, and sander and to raise and appropriate
the sum of eight thousand dollars ($8,000.00) for the first year’s payment for that
purpose. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budge
Committee) (Majority Vote Required)
Article read, moved,

seconded and opened for discussion.

Administrator

Gaydos stated that a few years ago the town found itself in a situation where a
number of vehicles were broken down all at once and we had to purchase two
trucks that year. It was decided we should be on a program for replacing vehicles
in a more cost effective manner. A lease-purchase was the most economical. We
do our own maintenance. In 1994 we bought a Ford, in 1995 we bought a 4wheel-drive International, and this year we are looking at replacing one of the
1988 GMCs. Over the next five years this truck will cost $18,300.
ARTICLE 15 - PASSED AS READ

ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
five-year lease-purchase agreement for the purpose of leasing a one-ton plow truck
complete with plow, wing, dump body, and sander and to raise and appropriate
the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) for the first year’s payment for that
purpose. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee) (Majority Vote Required)
Article read, moved, seconded and opened for discussion. Tom Gaydos spoke
to this article. Again, we had two one tons, a 1982 Chevy 1 Ton and a Ford.
Running two one tons was economical as well as efficient for the town. He also
stated that the selectmen will be putting three tucks up for bid this year as part of
this ongoing process. Reason for the lease was to continue the ongoing turnover of
equipment and to even out the flow of cost for the town.
ARTICLE

16 - PASSED AS READ

Selectman Joseph Skehan made a motion to restrict reconsideration of Article 9
through Article 16. Motion seconded. Vote passed.

12

ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
million one hundred forty-six thousand two hundred eighty-seven dollars
($2,146,287.00) for general municipal operations. (Recommended by the
Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee) (Majority Vote Required)
Article read and Moderator made not that we would act on each article
separately and the end results will alter the total:
NATALIE ICCUITICN 4: AOL

Rae Tey

a Sees

eS. SAECO

ok

ada cabak $12,200.00

ERY CNN CS INGER DENSte Stns coniaratfiambereainateaatly
echtatioler haseprie eebunny ts $8,000.00
Joe Skehan explained this budget is up by $700 as the treasurer needs
additional hours for the Deputy.
OV

VCMTICELEX

IE MSE Len Lot iiha Settled ithe sues veuvens stil uepodadvedincs ea) wathdo $181,259.00

Tom Gaydos said this is $4,500 more than last year. It includes the Assessor
and entire office staff. It also includes materials they and other departments use.
AWM LER elkaX Onl GClOra dee. St tal sieL AM inc hieleh dr tictetens of syats (pe ceal: $80,107.00
PPLISTOEERO lil USL HLIT AS Grpes cts, Keak cutee a zeae ec sake tec ese oe ers teed $2,000
Joe Skehan said this is a new line item because the Town became a recipient

of a large amount of money which was formerly managed by the bank. You can
see the Trustees Report where this fund is in excess of $700,000. The RSAs also
allow for a paid bookkeeper. The Lyford Merrow scholarship this year will be for
$10,000. This is available to residents going on to higher education. Trust fund
money cannot be used for any individuals’ salaries—only for the benefits of the
trust as set up. Hiring banks is allowed, but the cost is higher. Money is held in
three major categories; money markets, certificates, and treasury bills. Banks were
previously charging $5,000 for their service and invested at 2.9%. We are getting
5.8%.
LEELA
CHIRCRISI ATION: | sotas paaesrarvahsocs vants payronyss teoael Wye tess shige $10,000.00
Jose Skehan stated an increase of $3,000 because this is a Presidential Election

year.
Cisth
coCldlecy

o>. Wn ROR

REEL Oe aa

ee

Aa

a

NIN

RODE

A Ld ERS $9,000.00

erent BUUGliriasy Mee aereeni ese sate Me soe hi cmestccuas Utd den ck sh saci es $53,150.00
Administrator Gaydos stated this is $9,000 more than last year. The primary
differences are part-time wages for a custodian and subcontracting for field
maintenance.
Ba OLCARCIBINON

a:cc dunia vevissvesier aoa gvdedenmagtadvsbace Pyxesuabulem deah ht means S10, 330000

Pat Jones stated this $4,000 increase is to pay for work on our master plan.
CO SENSaL

ACS CANIN)
1SS10) Lite dss sen ob one rtd Arne aladionrsheawieus vs Antal

aac $1,700.00

SOS DCORAKCAL ANALAULNOFLY winahul tet occ Gengms Lint dnt giteen Adv $12,062.00
The OLDA was set up a few years ago between the Towns of Effingham,
Freedom, and Ossipee to better contro! the flow of water in Lake Ossipee, Broad
Bay, Berry Bay, and all the tributaries. The State will supply the labor, and our Dam
Authority only needs to pay for the gates and valves. After this year it should cost
approximately $3,500.

Pe CATER OEISE Mesartcstevctsdsttescrart
it) canteyyuinciK ccm at mena, ee
ENT$25,000.00
Arne COCALO CL ACIUSINEN tara denen nctcseaa auc tens ae theeRerenCe At $4,100.00
Mark McConkey,

Chairman,

said their cases increased substantially.

They

plan to reduce the size of the ads to cut advertising cost. The Zoning Board brought
in $5,489 is fees.

Palcessenariment sie Pee om te aes rating). keds cae AN $266.162.00
Chief Morgan explained the increase of $11,751 is comprised of $5,500 is
wage increases and holiday pay for six full-time officers, $3,000 health insurance
increase, and the balance is uniform account, mainly to replace 9 bulletproof vests.
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CHIPS, Gant

ci ccrecastesscucccunecdecsnesttsirerncestee
cease wuetee enertehaer aenthT cme annem $9,846.00

Chief Morgan said this is the grant previously mentioned. We have to raise
25% of the money. The government will raise $23,000+. Last year we didn’t fund
for a full twelve months. COPS is an acronym for Community Oriented Policing
Services.
Forest Fir®: Wardenis.....ckettevcttee
esiee sccccreletcsssacnrntice etceet tert tarts $10,873.00
Town Maintenance: ($4 14/566 :00) 90s rscctr icra
a eee eee ted $434,568.00

Tom Gaydos said this is the maintenance account for our 73 miles of Class V
roads. The $11,000 increase is in maintenance

cost, calcium chloride, etc. We

have tried to hold the line on part-time and overtime expenses. Because of the bad
winter we have spent more than anticipated in overtime. Moved by Joe Skehan
and seconded we increase the highway budget by $20,000 to cover some of this
inadequate budget. Being that we overspent last year’s estimate, it only stands to
reason that we will need to protect out estimates. Jim Rines asked if the $20,000 is
enough. Joe believes it is. Vote on the amendment to increase this budget by
$20,000 passed.
Frank Altomare made a motion that this increase be for one year only and
bring it back to the $414,568 next year as this is an extreme winter. Second
received. Now amended as a “one time increase in this account.” A hand count
showed this amendment failed to pass.
Street’ Lighting emer cea isis cegteter tees ccucsstvalsiivaseeyi rete aeeteetrs a aeeae $2,600.00
General HighWay Expertselcns:
cress. v-cucseescessevveee
attisaatanga ea eae a $35,000.00
Tom Gaydoes said this is essentially a general maintenance expense for tires,
oil, etc. for truck maintenance.

Highway! BlockiGrant)ate
geen.) torch are ae eee
$97,035.00
Tom Gaydoes said we receive block grants from the State based on the
number of road miles. We will use it for finishing Elm Street and to work on
Moultonville Road. It can also be used for unanticipated overruns due to washouts,
ele:

Conservations Agente el ere ee ves eae niet aes ee
$2,000.00
This is basic level funding. It pays a, the individual who checks on loggers
and Intents to Cut for the Selectmen. He also makes sure that all the property
owners are properly notified.
Solid Waste!Disposal wei alrite Sere a ee
$198,193.00
This is the first full year of operation after closing the landfill. Because of
unanticipated volume, we overspent our budget by $50,000. We must pay to ship
585.95 tons of material to landfills outside of Ossipee. Dump stickers and disposal
fees brought in about $33,000. This money went into our General Fund. When
asked about contracting everything out, Joe said that we entered into a 3-year
agreement with Waste Management in 1994. Contracting all of our trash would
not be feasible as long as we are making payments of $40,000 per year to our
incinerator. Between beer cans and tonic cans, we realize about $65 every two
weeks—in the winter, about $38.
Health: Department 22.20. Ce Lae,

a

Ca

$40,236.00

These are the requests from the different agencies forwarded to the Budget
Committee:

Big Brother,

TriCounty CAP, OCC,

Red Cross, etc.

A spokesperson

asked if Family Health Center was included. Then she made a motion to fund
appropriations of $3,000 for Family Health Center. A vote to amend the article was
defeated.

——
©_—
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LS]
LEUp124Sih ap teeddoeldeeetp ed

ee ar pteAalto CI $61,000.00

This represents the first of a three-year agreement.
AGT

SOTTO PGMS ELSES

3 <, CORI

ct Sas Aad Aime aie aerial

toeadreteps $20,000.00

Chief Morgan stated that there was too much money taken out of this budget
and put into the corresponding warrant article, which is #18. He offered an
amendment to increase this by $1,050 and remove it from Article 18. Moved and
seconded. Amendment to increase by $1,050 was passed.
GCGS ENIGICEMENL COUICEl st sette se ttre tles re att eee at. $12,000.00
The $3,000 increase is due to increased activities, permits, attending ZBA

meetings, and increased travel. Caroline DeAngelis said Bud O’Donnell claimed
he could not enforce codes, just evaluates them. How come we are giving him so
much for not enforcing codes? Joe Skehan suggested we change his title from
Code Officer to Zoning Officer. Joanna Light said that she had been told by Belinda
Cullen that this department took in $15,000 last year. Peter Sluski stated that since
the issue was revenue neutral last year, and since the selectmen said that he would
be given more authority to enforce this year, the budget committee went along
with it.
PED CITC MEV
CLO DIGLIUGR NS acter tris ttre ak seis Pais hey ieceesesimstigl ey canes saaaees $200.00
Pat Jones said her committee is looking for new members.
CMECIOTA AASSISLATCO eee ee Hee esas ie chat oon x cee caret Mideas a cbGne sstea stieache$15,000.00

Tom Gaydoes said this is the most difficult budget item they have, as it is
mandated by the State. This is the one line we can overspend. Through the efforts
of other organizations in our area, this has been reduced substantially.
ONT TEN UCL ige) tery peehe Shh ot tie hal ALA NoNnCe Reon gt 4 VP iis | AR anie Ae aap $7,240.00

This money pays for wages, supplies, and mileage for the officer
LD
ea ee reece ccm een, ce Peete Ue ie: MM CE MEN ae
LEU vaca sn nncpns s $67,123.00
Eileen Leavitt explained the $3,000 increase is to bring part-time employees
from $5.00 to $5.50 per hour. The maintenance on the building increased by
$1,000 to repair the brick in the old section. Electricity has increased by 20%, and
we are adding a dedicated telephone line for the computer.
stelle ldfayn OTS ern tentsah ee aera ae Cetera

IN, OPE

NYS

ERI

Ey $78,809.00

Peter Waugh said the budget has decreased as we are no longer budgeting for
a maintenance employee.
BOUL SLICESOst oe eee an Died ha wn EEE
This budget is to purchase flags.

eg teeat i ccadhgee vuasn aa sate «Caan oA $500.00

tree Eg 1 Welay aM Stay nee| O1 Re See
Ie
RON $87,035.00
Tom said this is to cover the principal on the incinerator, $10,670; Library,
$20,000; Sewer Bond, $8,500; Dump Closure and Reevaluation, $19,573; 1994

Ford, $13,954; and 1995 Int. Truck, $14,338.
Ee Tne CELAgeYyPLE01 OM EnhCULT OSCOREE R10 IP 8 AR
RT POE eee PENT ¢ $57,179.00
Tom explained interest is for Incinerator, $7,044; Library, $17,340; Sewer
Bond, $6,175; Dump Closure and Revaluation, $18,927; 1994 Ford, $3,071; and
1995 Int., $4,622.
Tax Anticipation Note ......c.sccsesssecscseseerersseeresssseeessseseeessseseeesesens $30,000.00

This is to cover the borrowing we do on a regular basis in anticipation of the
taxes.

aS
A AIR Oe ee: 540) hay, Walinwrers are caleba (PG TRIS

S <A ha hc Saas ah coninweath oa $68,689.00

Tom stated this is to cover insurance for the town, trucks, police cruisers,
liability, bonds, and covers deductible expense.
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Waler (DIGDAlINIGMUcanccarssstlexccapartrcasarerceccny,
wermm gta saee tineacent enean nar $85,000.00

Roland Stockbridge, Superintendent, said this is mostly maintenance and
operation expenses. There are two amounts of $12,000 for debt service of interest
and principal for the new system. The selectmen have asked for an additional
$15,000 be added for the same purpose. They were asking for approximately
$6,000 - $7,000 for added work crew and 1,000 hours of work for temporary

summer employee.
SEWE

DED artiNiGntr
seen. need) tase a Umea Mid oet des 1eeces tetera totes

ee $72,141.00

Roland said this is the first year we have broken down the water and sewer
into two separate budgets. This is so we can track the actual expenses.
REF VAIS BUDCSENs 5. secisguhs bteteent asrsaciothsomr sacs s ea ttena nee ret ae
Vote on the total budget of $2,167,337.00 PASSED

$2,167,337.00

Joe Skehan made a motion to restrict reconsideration on Article 17. Vote to restrict
reconsideration PASSED.
Warren Witherall asked if it is possible for this year’s appropriations and next year’s
expenditures be printed in the same order and wording in both books.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four
thousand dollars ($4,000.00) to purchase a cardiac defibrillator, said sum to be in
addition to any federal, state, private funds, or expendable trusts made available
theretofore, and to authorize the withdrawal of all funds from the Cardiac

Defibrillator Capital Reserve Fund created for this purpose, estimated to be two
thousand three hundred thirty-six dollars ($2,336.00) plus interest to date of
withdrawal, and to combine these funds for the purchase of a cardiac defibrillator.
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Majority Vote Required)
Article moved, seconded, and opened for discussion. Chief Morgan moved to
amend to reduce the $4,000 by $1,050 ($1,050 transferred to Article 17). Morgan

explained that the remaining amount would be to purchase a new defibrillator. The
present unit is old, outdated, and replacement parts are unavailable.
ARTICLE 18 (as amended - $2,950) - PASSED

ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of two
thousand dollars ($2,000) for the purchase of a computer for the Town
Administrator. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee) (Majority Vote Required)
;
Article read, motion, seconded, and opened for discussion. Sam

Martin said

this is for a faster computer which would enable us to use a broader range of
software. Kim Altomare asked what would happen to the old computer. There is a
long list of interested parties if someone here doesn’t need it. Tom Galante again
questioned the need for a faster computer. They plan to replace CPU and add a
15” monitor.
ARTICLE 19 -PASSED

ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town of Ossipee will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) for support of Ossipee children using the
services of the Bearcamp Valley School and Children’s Center (Tamworth Preschool, Inc.) for pre-school and before and after school child care. (Submitted by

Petition) (Not Recommended by Selectmen)
Committee) (Majority Vote Required)
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(Not Recommended

by Budget

The Budget Committee said it wasn’t recommended because we have the
OCC Day Care, Family Matters Day Care, and a pre-school program in Ossipee.
In the past we had only Tamworth. Don Williams made a motion to postpone
indefinitely. Seconded.
ARTICLE 20 - POSTPONED

INDEFINITELY

ARTICLE 21: To see if the Town will vote to sell a .115 acre parcel of land located
on Dore Street and identified on map 49 as lot 43 to Wayne Jenness, an abutter, for

an amount to be negotiated by the Selectmen. (Recommended by the Selectmen)
(Majority Vote Required)
Joe explained it is the right of the Selectmen to sell property. This particular
parcel had a clause in a grant which stated it would have to go to Town vote in
order for the Town to sell. The Selectmen will put stipulations on this property to
comply with the grant.
ARTICLE 21 - PASSED AS READ
Motion from Mr. Williams and seconded
Articles 18 - 21. Vote PASSED.

that we

restrict reconsideration

of

ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Conservation
Commission to manage all town-owned conservation and forested lands and to see
if the Town will vote to authorize that any revenue generated from the

management of these properties go into the established Conservation Fund.
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Majority Vote Required)
Joe Skehan made a motion to pass over. Selectmen have been advised by
council that this is a power which the Selectmen already have.
ARTICLE 22 - POSTPONED

INDEFINITELY

ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to accept and classify Old Broad Bay
Road as a Class V town road, said road to be approximately two hundred (200
yards in length. (Submitted by Petition) (Majority Vote Required)
This is an abandoned road by previous vote. Frank Altomare wanted to make
a motion to postpone indefinitely until we know the cost of taking this over.
ARTICLE 23 - POSTPONED

INDEFINITELY

ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town of Ossipee will vote to accept the five tenths (0.5)
mile of Moody Pond Road, to keep it open and maintained year-round. It is noted
that the owners of the properties therein pay a full and complete share of property
taxes and therefore money for upkeep is already in the Town Budget. This stretch of
road takes in two homes of legally handicapped individuals. Derec Button is in a
coma and being cared for at his family’s home. James P. McCann, owner of the
next house down, is blind. (Submitted by Petition) (Recommended by the
Selectmen) (Majority Vote Required)
ARTICLE 24 - PASSED AS READ

ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote to accept the four Class VI roads within
Blueberry Estates as Class V town roads and accept responsibility for maintenance
and plowing. (Submitted by Petition) (Majority Vote Required)
Article read, moved, seconded and opened for discussion. The Moderator
confirmed that these were not town Class VI roads; they are private development
roads.

7,

Glen Mason mentioned that these roads have the same status as Windsock
Village, College Park, Arrowhead, Knox Mtn., Indian Mound,

The Bluffs, Rainbow

Ridge, Wood Crests, Brown’s Ridge Estates, and Colburn Drive. We must realize
that if we approve this we could be opening ourselves up to perhaps approve 1718 miles of private road.
ARTICLE 25 - POSTPONED

INDEFINITELY

ARTICLE 26: To see if the Town will vote to discontinue and relinquish all interests
in the .98 miles known as Brownell Road which is currently listed as a Class VI
town road. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Majority Vote Required)
Joe Skehan confirmed that this is a Town Class VI road. There is only one
summer hunting cabin in this area. This was petitioned by three of the four land
owners. They have a gate and need us to discontinue prior to locking gate.
ARTICLE 26 - PASSED AS READ

ARTICLE 27: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
accept, on behalf of the Town, gifts, legacies, and devises made to the Town in
Trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19. (Majority Vote Required)
ARTICUE R27 = -PASSEDFAS READ
ARTICLE
thereto.

28: To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees,

or Officers

ARTICLE 29: To conduct any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Motion to adjourn accepted at 10:45 PM.
(A. COMPLETE AND UNABRIDGED. COPY OF. THE sMINUTES >OFS
MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE OFFICE OF THE TOWN CLERK)
Barbara Adams
TOWN
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COUNTY

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
OF CARROLL, SS TOWN OF OSSIPEE

TOWN

WARRANT

To the inhabitants of the Town of Ossipee in the County of Carroll, in the State
of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in Center Ossipee, in said
Town of Ossipee, on the second Tuesday in March next, being the IIth day of
March, 1997 at ten o'clock in the forenoon (10:00 a.m.) of said day.
To act on the Articles, the polls to remain open until seven o'clock in the
evening (7:00 p.m.) of said day.
ARTICLE 1: To elect all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year as
follows: to chose one (| ) Selectman for a term of three (3) years; one (1) Treasurer
for a term of three (3) years; one (1) Cemetery Trustee for a term of three (3) years;
two (2) Library Trustees for a term of three (3) years; one (I) Trustee of Trust Funds
for a term of three (3) years; two (2) Budget Committee members for a term of
three (3) years; one (1) Planning Board member for a term of two (2) years; two (2)
Planning Board members for a term of three (3) years; and two (2) Zoning Board of
Adjustment members for a term of three (3) years.
ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor of Amendment 97-1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: Delete from section
6.4.2 entitled "Side and Rear Setback Area," subsection 1, the words "over six (6)

feet high" and amend the definition of "structure" under Article XXXIII by replacing
"four (4) feet" with "six (6) feet" where it appears? The purpose of this article is to
eliminate conflicting requirements within the Zoning Ordinance. (Submitted by the
Planning Board)

Yesitiy)

iNoxyy)

ARTICLE 3: Are you in favor of Amendment 97-2 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: Delete from section 19.6
entitled "Special Provisions" the entire subsection 1, and leave subsection 2 to
become the entirety of section 19.6? The purpose of this Article is to render
consistent the state law and the Town Zoning Ordinance provisions regarding
required setbacks for leach fields and septic tanks from wetlands. (Submitted by the
Planning Board)

Yessir

Nols

3)

ARTICLE 4: Are you in favor of Amendment 97-3 for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows: change the zoning of the parcel of land shown as Tax Map 19, Lot 110
from rural to roadside commercial. This parcel of land is located on the Easterly
side of Route 16 adjacent to the Northerly side of the Green Mountain Furniture
property. The effect of this Amendment would be to extend the existing roadside
commercial zone an additional 250 feet, more or less. A portion of the property
under consideration is already within the roadside commercial zone. (Submitted by
Petition) (Recommended by the Planning Board)
Yes(

) No(
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ARTICLE 5: Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town
of Ossipee, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: for a
person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $20,000.00; for a person 75 years of age up
to 80 years, $30,000.00; for a person 80 years of age or older $40,000.00. To

qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years,
own the real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such
person's spouse, they must have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the
taxpayer must have a net income of not more than $20,000.00 or, if married, a
combined net income of less than $27,000.00; and own net assets not in excess of

$40,000.00 excluding the value of the person's residence.
Selectmen)
Yess

No

(Approved by the

(Ce

You are also notified to meet at the Town Hall on the second Wednesday of March
next, being the 12th day of March, at six thirty o'clock in the evening (6:30 P.M.) to
act on the following articles:
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
forty thousand dollars ($40,000.00) for use with Block Grant money to repair a
portion of Moultonville Road. Said sum to be expended only if what is earmarked
for the project is insufficient, and any portion unused is to be returned to the
taxpayers. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee) (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
thirty-two thousand dollars ($32,000.00) for the purpose of paying down a note
obligation of the Ossipee Housing Trust which is guaranteed by the Town of
Ossipee. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee) (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00) to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund
established pursuant to Article 13 of the 1995 Town Meeting for the purpose of
repairing State-owned roadways within the Town under a two for one matching
State aid program and to designate the Selectmen as agents to expend.
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter
into a five year lease purchase agreement for the purpose of leasing a highway
plow truck complete with plow, wing, dump body. and sander and to raise and
appropriate the sum of eight thousand dollars ($8,000.00) for the first year's
payment for that purpose. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by
the Budget Committee) (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) for capital improvements and repairs to the town
hall to render it accessible to physically challenged individuals in compliance with
the Americans with Disabilities Act. (Recommended by the Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee) (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) for the construction of a basketball court that

would be built next to town hall in front of the town ice rink. (Submitted by
Petition) (Not recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee) (Majority vote required)
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ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
one thousand two hundred dollars ($1,200.00) for the support of the Mount
Washington Valley Economic Council. (Submitted by Petition) (Recommended by
the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee) (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town of Ossipee will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) for support of Ossipee children using
the services of the Bearcamp Valley School and Children's Center (Tamworth Preschool, Inc.) For pre-school and before-and-after school child care. (Submitted by
Petition) (Not recommended by the Selectmen) (Not recommended by the Budget
Committee) (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
two million three hundred eighty six thousand five hundred forty-eight dollars
($2,386,548.00) for general municipal operations. (Recommended by the
Selectmen) (Not recommended by the Budget Committee) (Majority vote required)
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EDTA Le SN. secwecetegipeveaw ene gin\n Yr Spamenssee tetrad eves teanceet eomae ten aegt $2,386,548.00
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to establish a board of public works
commissioners, pursuant to RSA 38-C, to be known as the Ossipee Board of Water
and Sewer Commissioners. Said Board shall have all of the powers and duties of a
board of sewer commissioners under RSA 149-1 and a board of water
commissioners under RSA 38, as those statutes may be amended from time to
time. The Board shall consist of 3 Commissioners who shall be registered voters of
the town. The first elected members of the Board shall be chosen at the 1998
annual town election for staggered terms of 1, 2, and 3 years, respectively, and

their successors shall be elected at each annual town election after that for a term
of office of 3 years. Within 45 days from the adoption of this article, the Board of
Selectmen shall appoint 3 registered voters as an interim Board of Water and Sewer
Commissioners who shall serve until their successors are elected at the 1998 town
election. (Submitted by Petition) (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 16: To see if the town will vote to reclassify a portion of the Marble
Road, presently a town road Class VI to Class V road, beginning at the residence of
Bernie White, and proceeding westerly a distance of 0.4 miles to the junction of
the road along White Brook, where there is a turn around. (Submitted by Petition)
(Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to amend the by-law, passed in
1976 which prevents the moving of waste into our town, by adding after the words
“waste materials" the following: (excluding sawdust, wood shavings, mulch bark,
and wood ash). (Submitted by Petition) (Recommended by the Selectmen)
(Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to establish a capital reserve fund
under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of computerizing the collection of
library materials and automating the circulation system of the Ossipee Public
Library and to raise and appropriate the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) to
be placed in this fund and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend.
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Majority vete required)
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 202A:4-d authorizing the library trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than
money, which may be offered to the library for any public purpose, provided,
however, that no acceptance of personal property by the library trustees shall be
deecded-to bind the town or the library trustees to raise, appropriate or expend any
ee
dpy
e public funds for the operation,
maintenance, repair or replacement of such
personal property. (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will vote to authorize indefinitely, until
specific recision of such authority, the Board of Selectmen to accept, on behalf of
the Town, gifts, legacies, and devises made to the Town in Trust for any public
purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19. (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 21: Shall the Town vote to adopt the proposed Electioneering
Ordinance? (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 22: To hear reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers
thereto.
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ARTICLE 23: To conduct any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 24th day of February, 1997.

The Board of Selectmen, Town of Ossipee
Joseph G. Skehan, Jr., Patricia H. Jones, Sandra P. Martin

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, COUNTY OF CARROLL, SS:
Personally appeared the within named Joseph G. Skehan, Jr., Patricia H. Jones, and

Sandra P. Martin, known to me to be the Selectmen of the Town of Ossipee, and
made oath that the forgoing statements by the subscribed, are true to the best of
their knowledge and belief
Before me,
MARTHA

B. ELDRIDGE

Justice of the Peace
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REVENUE
TOWN
CLERK

TAX
COLLECTOR

TOTAL

262,364
288,309
316,937
490,289
536,076

5,726,653
9,881,915
6,515,870
7,189,671
6,623,251

5,989,017
6,170,224
6,832,807
7,679,960
7,159,327

TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR ~
REVENUE

8,000,000
7,679,960

7,500,000
7,000,000
6,500,000
6,170,224

6,000,000

5,989,017

5,500,000
5,000,000
4,500,000
4,000,000

1992

1993
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the
Board of Selectmen
Town of Ossipee
Ossipee, New Hampshire

We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the
Town of Ossipee as of and for the year ended December 31, 1996. These generalpurpose financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the
United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose financial statements are
free of material

misstatement.

An audit includes

examining,

on a test basis,

evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general-purpose financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
general-purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the
general fixed assets account group which should be included in order to conform
with generally accepted accounting principles. As is the case with most municipal
entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of Ossipee has not maintained
historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the
general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission
described in the preceding paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
Town of Ossipee, as of December 31, 1996, and the results of its operations and

the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose
financial statements taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial
statements and schedules listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes
of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general-purpose financial
statements of the Town of Ossipee. Such information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general-purpose financial statements
and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the
general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued a report
dated January 31, 1997 on our consideration

of the Town

of Ossipee’s internal

control structure and a report dated January 31, 1997 on its compliance with laws
and regulations.

January 31, 1997

James A. Sojka, CPA
PLODZIK & SANDERSON
Professional Association
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TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT
Tax Collector DR/CR Summary Ending December 31, 1996
Prior
Levy 1996
Levy 1995
Tax Account Debits
UNCOLLECTED
Property

1/1/96
$967,269.25
2,000.00
29,812.45

Land Use Change
Yield
COMMITTED
Property

Land Use Change
Yield
SUPPLEMENTAL
Property
Water/Sewer
OVERPAYMENTS
INTEREST/PENALTIES
Property
Water/Sewer
Land Use Change
Yield
TOTAL DEBITS
$6,862.411.29
Tax Account Debits

REMITTED
Property

$5,670,781 .00
42,939.00

3,815.00
1,054.75
204.24

$5,699.00

6,189.73

64,480.22

1,334.03

338.47

6,787.49

$5,720,347.51

$1,135,023.64

wee

Levy 1996
$4,826,549.37

Water/Sewer

Land Use Change
Yield
Interest/Penalties
ABATEMENTS
Property
Water/Sewer
Yield
DEEDED

Property
Yield
OVERPAYMENTS
UNCOLLECTED
Property
Yield
TOTAL CREDITS
$6,862,411.29

1,300.00
58,127.77

30)7 bo
6,528.20
19,409.60
2,424,06
1,730.00
619.43
S931

Levy 1995
$963,254.67
686.50
3,300.00
81,213.82
71,440.18

PAS

$7,040.14
Prior

$5,699.00

1,334.03

7,829.58
368.25
6,726.40

204.24

7.11

$1,135,023.64

$7,040.14

823,092.03
9179.92
$5,720,347.51
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Levy 1995

Lien Account Debits

UNREDEEMED 1/1/96
EXECUTED LIENS
SUPPLIMENTAL LIENS
INTEREST/COSTS COLLECTED

Prior

$615,810.48

$483,082.98

9,508.49

36,500.27
115,466.48

$492,591.47

$767,777.23

INTEREST & COST REMITTED
ABATED
DEEDS ISSUED
UNREDEEMED 12/31/96

$153,960.07
9,508.49
32,883.78
2,050.58
294,188.55

$342,290.32
115,466.48
157,857.10
pel 7737
148,985.96

TOTAL CREDITS
$1,260,368.70

$492,591.47

$767,777.23

TOTAL DEBITS
$1,260,368.70
Lien Account Credits
PAYMENTS

BARBARA

R. ADAMS

Tax Collector
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REVENUES

RECEIVED

IN LIEU OF TAXES

State and Federal Forest Land, Recreation, and/or
Flood Control Land

$2,118

TAX CREDITS

Limits

Disabled Veterans
Other War Service Credits

$700/$1,400
$50/$100

TOTAL

Number

Estalex

10
283

$14,000
28,250

293

$42,250

Electric, Gas, & Pipeline Company
New England Telephone
NH Electric Cooperative

$311,000
2,233,000

Public Service of New Hampshire

3,710,500

Boston & Maine Railroad
Frank Hammond (Radio Tower)

67,000
5,600

TOTAL

6,327,100

Elderly Exemption Count
Number of Individuals
41 at $10,000
14 at $15,500
35 at $20,000

$410,000
210,000
700,000

TOTAL

$1,320,000

Current Use Report

Farm Land

508.94 acres

Forest Land

19,521.01 acres

Unproductive Land
129.60 acres
Wet Land
673.43 acres
Total Number of Acres Exempted under Current Use
20,832.99
Total Number of Acres Receiving the 20% Recreational Assessment
542.57
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STATEMENT

OF APPROPRIATION

Voted by the Town of Ossipee - 1996
Purpose of Appropriation

Warrant Article(s)

GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Executive
Election, Registration, Vital Statistics
Financial Administration
Legal Expense
Planning and Zoning
General Government Building
Cemeteries

Amount

$20,200

Insurance
PUB IGS Are iy.

Police
Ambulance
Fire
HIGHWAYS

AND

283,008
83,950
10,873

STREETS

Highways and Streets
Street Lighting

Sa,

aa
a7

590,568
2,600

SANITATION

Solid Waste Disposal

202,105

HEALTH

Pest Control
Health Agencies and Hospitals

7,240
40,236

WELFARE
Direct Assistance
CULTURE AND RECREATION

15,000

Parks and Recreation
Library

80,594
67,123
500

Patriotic Purposes
CONSERVATION

Other Conservation

3,700

DEBT SERVICE

Princ. - Long Term Bonds & Notes
Int. - Long Term Bonds & Notes

107,035
77,142
30,000

Interest on TAN

CAPITAL OUTLAY
Buildings
Improvements Other than Buildings
OPERATING

10,000
40,000

TRANSFERS OUT

To Capital Projects Fund
Sewer

25,000
73,08
86,459

Water
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS

$2,334,792
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SOURCE OF REVENUE
Source

Amount

TAXES

Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes
LICENSES, PERMITS, AND FEES
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees

345,000
15,000
3,000

Building Permits
Other Licenses, Permits, and Fees
FROM STATE
Shared Revenue

50,000
37,035
34,500

Highway Block Grant
Other
CHARGES

FOR SERVICES

Income from Departments
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Sale of Municipal Property

140,900

60,000
7,900

Interest on Investments

INTERFUND
Sewer

OPERATING

TRANSFERS

IN
68,689
85,000

Water

TOTAL

$6,000
75,000
140,000

REVENUES

AND CREDITS

$1,127,624
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TOWN CLERK ANNUAL REPORT
January 1, 1996 - December 31, 1996

ITEM

NUMBER

Absentee Ballots Processed
Articles of Agreement

Tels

RECEIPTS
$

3

0.00
15.00

Auto Decals

2 635

5,226.00

Auto Registrations

5,198

352,838.00

904
6

1,685.00
70.76

Auto Titles
Bad Check Charges
Boat Taxes Collected

Certified Copies
Copies, photo
Dog Penalties
Dog Registrations
FAX Charges
Filing Fees
Postage Receipts
Supplies sold

UCC Filings

81

20,045.68

205
Boz
234
645
1
3

1,554.00
95.50
497.00
4,070.50
1.00
5.00

6
2

16.13
3 eel

245

Voter Cards Certified
Water/Sewer Collections

Wedding Applications
Wetland Permits

91.00

1,394

145,111.78

30
6
TOTAL

3,320.09

23

$12,236

1,350.00
80.00
$536.075.69

Notes from the Town Clerk’s Office. . .
We have completed four sets of bound Town Reports—from 1994 back to
1955. Thanks to Mark Winkley’s donation, we are ready to bind the next three sets
from 1956 back to 1925. We continue to search for missing books: 1923, 1918,
1913, 1908, 1901, 1894, 1890, 1888, 1887, 1883, 1881, 1879, 1878, 1877, 1876.

If anyone wishes to donate any of the missing issues or loan for duplication, it
would be appreciated. Please call us at 539-2008.
Last spring we began processing automobile registration plate transfers. The
$2.00 optional service saved customers from having to go to the Motor Vehicle
Department in Tamworth to complete their registration. It also brought an added
$5,000 revenue to the town.
A reminder to dog owners . . . your pets must have up-to-date rabies
inoculations and MUST BE registered with the Town by April 30th. Anyone not
abiding by the law will receive notices and possible fines, which could be in
excess of $25.00.
1996 marked the fifth year that Tracy Hartwell, Trish Hodge, and | have
worked together in the Tax/Clerk Office. We wish to thank everyone for their
cooperation; it’s a pleasure working for the people of Ossipee.
BARBARA ADAMS
Town Clerk
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TREASURER’S

REPORT

Reconciliation of Cash Books and Bank Balances

Year Ending December 31, 1996
GENERAL

CHECKING

ACCOUNT

Balance on hand January 1, 1996

$171,360.47

Receipts during year 1996

10,808,792.35
$10,980,152.82

Less disbursements
Balance in account December 31, 1996
MONEY

MARKET

$10,934,411.06
$45,741.76

ACCOUNT

Balance December 31, 1996

$791,844.48

Add deposit in transit

12,034.40
Seco

CASH

BALANCE

DECEMBER

31, 1996

$849-350-64S4q,Ladc}

PROOF
BALANCES

OF ACCOUNT

OF BALANCE

- BANK OF NEW

HAMPSHIRE

Balance on hand, General Checking
Account

$445,543.45

Add deposits in transit

22,059.67
$467,603.12

Less outstanding checks
Balance checking account

$421,861.36

December 31, 1996

$45,741.76

Balance money market account

$791,844.48

Add deposits in transit
Balance in money market account

12,034.4
$803,878.88

RECONCILED

BALANCE,

DECEMBER

31, 1996

Respectfully submitted,
THOMAS L. GALANTE
Treasurer
SUSAN J. SIMPSON
Deputy Treasurer
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$849°350.64

$49 & 20..6Y

1996 ELECTION

STATISTICS

Feb. 20

March 12

Registered
Voters

Pres.
Primary

Town

Libertarian
Democratic
Undeclared

19
488

15
474
868
1,097

812

Republican
New on Election Day

1,088
58

TOTAL REGISTERED
Absentee Ballots
Mailed

2,465

Total Ballots Cast

Elections

Sept. 10
State
Primary
i
Wd

Nov. 5

General
Election

12
481
o13
1,086
93

2,587

58

168

861

1,584

TAX BILLING
Year

Taxes Billed

1988
1989
1990
ee
1992
ish ae
1994
1995
1996

$350 1,033:17
4,150,387.86
5,003,752.21
5,303,022
53
4,934,869.00
3, 1.7,0,996.00
5,382,628.45
5,704,118.00
5,670,781.00

HISTORY
Parcels Liened

Amount
(Prin, only)
$204,596.12
335,401.92
487,744.40
566,466.62
526,086.05
505,069.58
540,699.74
440,640.97
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REVENUE ANALYSIS - BUDGET v. ACTUAL
item

Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Payment in Lieu of Taxes
Interest

Actual

Selectmen’s

Revenue
1996

Revenue
1996

Estimate
1997

$1.700
93,000
0

1,605
92,864
1,964

1.500
75,000
1,500

260,000

203,238

204,300

Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees

300,000
25,000

357,817
29,466

375,000
28,830

Shared Revenues
Highway Block Grant
Railroad Tax

1227261
97,035
969

122,261
97,035
969

170,365
107,165
950

Income from Departments

135,299

86,125

81,999

Sale of Municipal Property

145,000

141,271

35,000

Interest on Investments

10,500

13,987

12,000

Dividends on Insurance
Water Revenues
Sewer Revenues

0
86,462
73,596

48,104
88,648
73,596

45,000
133,895
78,259

$1,358,950

$1,350,763

TOTAL

& Penalties on Taxes

Estimated

$1,350,822
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TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS

1996 Annual Report
The following pages list the basic funds and investments of the trust funds held by
the Town of Ossipee. On this page we will mention a few specific items relative to
the funds and their use.
Although interest rates have not been as high as expected the Trust Fund did get
relatively good returns on the investments selected by the Trustees, which included
Treasury investments, as well as selected Certificates of Deposit with local banking
institutions. A very conservative approach is the first consideration of your trustees
for safety of the trust placed in us. But even with that approach, we have utilized
the local information services available, as well as financial tracking procedures to
receive an excellent return on the funds. We will continue to pursue a safe and
proper plan of action to guard and increase the funds placed in our care.
Also in 1996, we were requested to administer the Carol E. Duchesne Scholarship
Fund. This fund was established as a memorial fund to assist Ossipee Students
pursuing a career in the Health Care field in a Secondary educational institution.
The Trustees were honored to accept this responsibility and thank the Carol E.
Duchesne Scholarship Committee for their trust. Information on this fund may be
obtained by contacting the C.E. Duchesne Scholarship committee.
The Lyford Merrow Scholarship Fund allocated $10,000.00 to the1996 award
program for High School Students who live in Ossipee at least 3-consecutive years
at the time of their graduation. This scholarship is restricted to residents of Ossipee
and who meet the criteria previously mentioned. Information on this Scholarship
may be obtained at the Guidance Office of Kingswood High School and
applications are available there and also at the Town Hall Office in. Center
Ossipee. The Trustees have voted at their last meeting to award $20,000.00 for the
1997 grants.
The Trustees are proud of their ability to grant increased awards each year since
receiving this fund, and for comparison we print the following chart:

SCHOLARSHIP

AWARDS

1992-97

The years prior to 1994
indicate when the fund was
administered by the Trust
Departmentof another
financial institution.

Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE

F. LYNCH, Chairman

JOAN BISHOP, Trustee
JUNE LOUD, Trustee
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OSSIPEE PUBLIC LIBRARY REPORT
It has been another rewarding year at Ossipee Public Library. 15,540 books,
1,359 videos, 527 magazines, 388 audio tapes were circulated and 336 people
signed up as new Library patrons. Jobs were searched for, answers were found,
reports and resumes typed, new and not-so-new materials were catalogued and
books and other materials borrowed from other Libraries through the State Library's
computer system. There were a myriad of stories told to children, programs
presented and classes available to all. Donations included microfilms of the Carroll
County Independent given by the newspaper, hundreds of books, audio tapes and
magazines as well as over 200 hours by volunteers.
Household tasks performed during the year included updating and weeding
the 900s, adding and moving shelving in the Juvenile area, moving the books on
tape to make them more accessible, hanging art exhibits and decorating for various
programs and holidays.
As part of a Library Techniques class that staff members Polly Sheffer and
Yvonne Fisher were taking, Polly and Yvonne conducted a story telling program to
a group of children. Polly told her stories in January and Yvonne in February to the
after school group from Ossipee Crossings Day Care. The children were so
enthralled, they decided that they too would create and tell stories to Library staff
and their classmates. It was very exciting for all involved to be part of the true
origin of oral history.
During the winter months, children from Head Start and Ossipee Crossings
Day Care visited the Library for stories. The meeting room was the site of Income
Tax Preparation assistance and a program on educational opportunities was
sponsored by the College for lifelong Learning. The Friends of Ossipee Public
Library sold carnations for Valentine's Day and "manned" the Bookcellar the first
Saturday of each month. McDonald's of West Ossipee generously donated 20% of
the proceeds from their sales one Tuesday evening to the Library. The moneys
purchased a set of books dealing with world wars for our younger patrons.
Even though the calendar said March, the weather was not cooperative.
Despite that, the Tax Assistance continued and the Friends had a record breaking
day of sales in the Bookcellar. The Lakes Region Planning Commission, Ossipee
Historical Society, Ossipee Valley Woman's Club all used the Library's meeting
room. As part of her community outreach program, the Library Director offered a
"Read To Me" seminar to parents at various sites in the community. The program
teaches young parents how to read to their children, how to select books their
children would like and how to use the Library's resources for themselves and their
families.
In April, the Ossipee Preschool came to visit the Library. They were treated to
a tour and stories. In honor of "No TV Week," "Skunkman" Ed Fayle entertained
children with his special stories. The entire community was saddened to learn of
the death of Sylvia Witherell. Mrs. Witherell, a beloved volunteer at the Library,

will be sorely missed. Because of her generosity and the generosity of her family,
the Library was named as a recipient of memorial donations. Inspired by Sylvia's
love of nature and the Library, it was decided that some of these funds would go
into building and establishing a butterfly garden in her honor. The garden, located
at the front of the building, will be a loving memorial for many years to come.
In May, two staff members, along with the Library Director, attended the New
Hampshire Library Association's Spring Conference at Steele Hill Resort in
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Laconia. The Director was invited to present a soeech on workplace safety and to
participate in a panel discussion. The seminar was attended by over 100 people.
The Literacy Task Force and the Conservation Commission used the meeting room.
Over 20 students from Ossipee Central School were given a tour of the Library and
introduced to its services. The Library held its 8th Annual Perennial and Herb Sale.
Even though the weather was very damp, enthusiasm was high. Many of the plants
offered were gleaned from the Ruth Loring Memorial Shakespeare Herb Garden,
along with donations from local gardens.
In June, the preschool story times were put on hold in order to prepare for the
Summer Reading Program. Registration for the program began the first day of
summer vacation and started off with a bang on July 3rd. Over 80 children were

registered, but that was only the beginning! With many thanks to Peter Waugh and
his staff of the Ossipee Recreation Department, all of the children involved in his
Summer Camp Program also participated in the Library's Summer Reading
Program! It was a very successful endeavor.
During "Old Home Week" and continuing during the months of July and
August, the Library was proud to present an art exhibit of Ron White's new and
innovative work. The show was very well attended and enjoyed by young and old
alike. A special thanks goes out also to Jamie McKinnon. Jamie came to us as a
volunteer through the "Youth Works" program sponsored by the town. We were
very fortunate that Jamie had library experience and was able to jump right in to
assist staff. She performed a variety of tasks including shelving books, closet
cleaning and helping patrons. Her assistance made a very busy time more
productive and easier for the rest of the Library staff. Each week, a story time (or
two or three) was held on Wednesday for the Rec. Dept. Readers and Tuesdays for
all others. The Ossipee Crossings Daycare also participated in the Tuesday group.
Many thanks, too, to Adele Schweizer of the First NH Bank for the donation of her
time for a special "Piggy Stories Day." All listeners donned snouts and snorted and
oinked in appreciation of Adele's tales. Two fun contests were held in the Library
for the children. Each week a drawing was held for the children to guess the
number of candies that were in large candy jar at the circulation desk (and of
course the prize was the candy, much to the delight of the kids!) The children also
participated in a "Guess how many pages Mrs. Lambert, Mrs. Sheffer and Mrs.
Frairie can read this summer" contest. Some of the guesses were outrageous, but
much to the staffs surprise, we found we read over 13,000 pages in six weeks!

Besides all these goings on, we were breaking circulation records daily.
To celebrate the end of the Summer Reading Program, on August 7th the Little
Red Wagon Caravan from the University of New Hampshire made a return
appearance at the Library. It was also the day that the road chewing-up equipment
ran in front of the Library! We moved the program to the parking lot, and despite
being seated on tar and the fact that the performers sometimes had to shout to be
heard, the program was a howling success. Prizes were awarded by Mrs. Lambert
to all readers. Each participant was given a certificate of merit and a coupon for a
free hamburger from McDonald's of West Ossipee, the top 17 readers were given
those prizes, along with a book, and the top three readers were given a T-shirt
along with the other prizes. It was quite a contest--our top readers read over 200
books! In just six weeks! Eighteen children read over 50 books each. Thanks go out
to the parents, siblings and all others that read to or helped these children read and
keep track of their books. The 23rd of August saw the finish of the Rec. Dept.
Readers contest. Mrs. Lambert and Mrs. Sheffer were invited to the Rec. Dept.'s
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end of the Summer Camp Program Picnic at White Lake to hand out awards and
witness Rec. Director Peter Waugh's promise of mustache shaving. The Rec. Dept.
Readers read over 550 books, and their top readers read 73 and 71 books,
respectively. In total, between the two summer reading programs that the Library
sponsored, over 2,400 books were read by our children. This not only adds to the
children's enjoyment of recreational reading, but strengthens and builds their
reading skills.
In September, the Ossipee Herbal Society presented their fourth annual
"Herbal Celebration." Over 25 people attended the program detailing the history
and creation of herbal teas. Refreshments, courtesy of the Society, featured locally
grown herbs. As part of her community outreach program, Mrs. Lambert started
visiting the Headstart children on Friday mornings for story time. An exhibit of oil
painting depicting local scenes was displayed in the Meeting Room. Pat Jones,
local art teacher, displayed her lovely works for six weeks.
October saw the re-establishment of the Pre-School Story time on Tuesdays
mornings. It was planned to do one story time a month, but after seeing the
enthusiastic response from the Ossipee Crossings Daycare, Mrs. Lambert decided
that story time should be held every Tuesday. Anywhere from 14 to 20 children
attend each week. Three third grade classes were treated to Library tours and a
class on "Fat in your diet" was offered. A mini "Read to Me" course was presented
to sixth grade girls who were volunteering their time at Ossipee Crossing Daycare.
The after-school crowd at Ossipee Crossing Daycare started coming on
Wednesday afternoons. Because these children are older, we decided that a
"chapter book" would be appropriate. "James and the Giant Peach" by Roald Dahl
was chosen and we enjoy three chapters each week. We hope to watch the recent
movie together and discuss the differences between the book and movie.
In November staff members attended the New Hampshire Library
Association's Fall Conference in North Conway. All seminars offered were
attended and the staff came away with many good ideas. After much discussion,
the Trustees and staff decided to try expanding the Library's Monday hours through
November. During a Thanksgiving story time, Mrs. Lambert discovered that the
pre-school children did not know the song "Over the river and through the wood . .
. "a traditional Thanksgiving song. She took the song and translated it into rebus
form so that children who were not yet able to read could learn the words. The
Head Start children did a marvelous job and the children from the regular Tuesday
morning story time along with the Ossipee Crossing Daycare children were able to
incorporate the song into their Thanksgiving performance for the senior's luncheon.
Each child was given a song sheet to keep and hopefully use on Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. Mary Murphy baked cookies for the children to congratulate them for a job
well done.
In December, the "Polar Express" steamed into town. Storyteller Ed Fayle,
retold Chris Van Allsburg's moving story of a young boy's visit with Santa at the
North Pole and the gift that Santa gives him. In keeping with that theme, each child
was presented with a "silver" sleigh bell, just as in the story. It was a magical
evening for the over 20 children that attended. Mrs. Santa Claus took time off from
her busy schedule to visit with Ossipee's children. She read holiday bedtime
stories. For both of these programs, all participants wore their pajamas and brought
someone and something to snuggle with.
As always, any programs presented in the Library are open to the public and
advertised throughout town with posters and announcements in the local papers.
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Organizations that used the Library's meeting room and facilities:
Lakes Region Planning Commission

College for lifelong Learning
Ossipee Historical Society
Friends of Ossipee Public Library
Cooperative Extension
Carroll County Forest Fire Warden's Assoc.
Ossipee Valley Women's Club
As always, the Library would never be able to operate at such a high level of
efficiency without the help of many "behind the scenes" people. Thanks go out to
our wonderful volunteers--Patricia Clark, Barbara Roulston, Eleanor Bassett, Edith
Gimpel, Gilda Halpin, Arletta Paul, Ben Lambert, Peter Lambert and Dick Ziegler.

A special thanks to the Friends of Ossipee Public Library. These devoted
people maintain and operate the Bookcellar, sell carnations and shrubs, and
sponsor an exciting raffle each year as fund raisers. The Friends decorated the
Library for the holidays and purchased the wreaths that adorn the building.
Thanks, also, to the Town Highway Department for plowing and sanding our
parking lot, sometimes at a moment's notice and to Peter Lambert for the many
chores he performs around the building.
CIRCULATION

STATISTICS

Adult Fiction
Adult Non-fiction
Children’s Fiction
Children’s Non-fiction

6,596
2,601
4,444
2,899

Magazines

ed,

Videos
Audio Cassettes

1,359
388

Misc. (Including puzzles,
telescope, realia, etc.)

11

Ossipee Public Library borrowed through Inter-Library Loan 138 books from
other Libraries, and 55 books were borrowed from us. Twenty-nine “Article
Express” periodical requests were filled for our patrons.
FINANCIAL

STATEMENT

RECEIPTS

Balance Forwarded

$5,247.06

Town of Ossipee

9237920193

Fines

43.60

Out-of-town Patrons

140.00

Replacement/Books
Sale - Ossipee Book

63.05
25.00

Sale - Calendar

4.00

TOTAL

RECEIPTS

$23,799.58

TOTAL

SALARIES

$43,599.07
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EXPENDITURES
Salaries

$43,599.07

Fuel

2,604.90

Books

7,018.33

Periodicals
Videos

538.76
355,53
459.00
125.00
U'39:.66
99.20
438.03
88.00
2/315.69
937.01
151.00
1 184:79
131.44
233 re
180.00
1203815

Water & Sewer
Dues

Telephone
Miscellaneous
Programs
Postage
Maintenance & Repair
Furniture & Equipment
Education

Supplies
Mileage
Electricity
Auditing
Savings Account Expense
TOTAL

EXPENDITURES

BALANCE

$66,505.29

IN CHECKING

ACCOUNT

AS OF 12/31/96

$6,140.42

SAVINGS

ACCOUNT

RECEIPTS
Balance Forwarded

$6,775.45

Interest
Donations
Fines

200.79
140.55
1,380.00

Memorial Gifts

1,415.00

Trust Fund
Fund Raisers

TOTAL

175.00
972.95

RECEIPTS

$11,224.74

EXPENDITURES
BALANCE, FLEET BANK
BALANCE, CITIZENS BANK

$0.00
9,703.74
1,521.00
$11,224.74

Respectfully submitted,
LINDALEE M. LAMBERT, Library Directeor
EILEEN B. LEAVITT, Chairman, Board of Trustees

CATHERINE D. ZIEGLER, Secretary, Board of Trustees
MARY BUSWELL, Treasurer, Board of Trustees
SUSAN DAY, Board of Trustees
ELIZABETH S. ROUNER, Board of Trustees
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
1996
The Water Project has been completed. We want to thank everyone for their
patience with the torn-up roads while the pipes were being laid, the water shut-offs
while connections were made, and any other inconvenience. Meters were installed
and insulated where necessary as part of the project. Selectmen attended lengthy
meetings with contractors and engineers to keep the project on line Although
selectmen and members of the Rate Setting Committee were not able to reach
agreement we were able to set the base rate considerably lower than expected at
$22.50 per quarter.
The paving part of the Water Project was coordinated with state work on
drainage and paving in the square and the town paving project on Moultonville
Road to greatly improve road conditions in Center Ossipee
1996 was the year of employee relations The safety program required by
Workmen’s Compensation was developed. The 3 year AFSCME contract with the
Town of Ossipee was signed. Town personnel policies are being updated. Job
descriptions are in place for all town employees We have designated time to talk
with staff. Improved computer net-working and programs, physical arrangement of
the offices, and some changes in job descriptions were made to make our office
more responsive to needs of the community. Some accounting changes
recommended by the auditors have worked well. We hold monthly management
meetings and distribute financial reports to committees and departments to keep
up-to-date with budgeting.
The handicapped accessible walkway to Constitution Park was completed by
Labor Day under the direction of Richard Cogswell. We now have access to a
wonderful wetlands area. Groups and families can enjoy and learn about our
natural resources. Over $16,000 of the $25,000 grant has been reimbursed for
material and labor. The remainder of the grant. return will be used on the tennis
courts at Constitution Park.
The highway crew have been ditching and improving culverts in the Granite
area. We are continuing our program of providing safe equipment by replacing old
town vehicles.
Preliminary work on Engineering and permitting processes are progressing so
we will be ready for an early start on the Minnie White and Garland Pond Bridges
this spring.
The Town Auction of Tax Acquired Properties brought in $91,300 to the Town
and put 21 properties back on the tax roll.
The Recreation Department, under the direction of Peter Waugh, has been a
tremendous success. Many thanks to Peter for his programs for the people of
Ossipee.

We were confronted with issues from sludge to herbicide spraying. Although
we have disagreed on issues we always remember that we represent the interests
of you, the people
Sincerely,
The Selectmen

Se!

OSSIPEE POLICE DEPARTMENT
Annual Report, 1996
1996 was a busy, and productive year for this department.
In April, Barbara Hull moved

to Arizona, and Eric Diamond

was hired to

replace her as the departments full time secretary. Handling the huge amounts of
paperwork, data entry, and case files generated throughout the year is no small
task, and Eric has proven to be very capable.
During the Fall, we were fortunate to receive a $3,500.00 donation which

paid for the training of a police dog. "Zack" is a purebred German Shepherd who is
now in use and handled by Cpl. Jim Eldridge. "Zack" is completely trained and
certified in a variety of tasks including handler protection, evidence recovery,
building searches, tracking of both lost or wanted persons etc. Through the
generous donations of individuals, organizations, and businesses, everything
including his food and grooming has been donated, thereby allowing us to add this
very valuable tool to our department at no expense to the taxpayers.
At Town Meeting last year, the voters approved the purchase of
a 4-wheel-drive Chevy Blazer. This vehicle has proven its worth, especially during
snowstorms. The Officer is much safer, and is able to respond to remote areas
much more quickly.
We continue to pursue crime prevention through seminars offered to a variety
of clubs and organizations on a wide range of topics including Drug Abuse,
Telemarketing scams, home security, the K-9 programs, etc.
After a two year break, Sgt. Don Grow has resumed

teaching the D.A.R.E.

program at Ossipee Central School. In an effort to transition the program from the
6th to the 5th grade, Don has had to teach both the 5th and 6th grade this year,
comprising over 150 kids. This seventeen-week program is currently the best tool
that we have to prevent our children from falling into the perils of drug abuse. This
program would not be possible without the strong support from individuals,
organizations, and businesses too numerous to list.
This past year this department logged over 117,000 miles, consuming over
7,100 gallons of gasoline, covered 2,851 incidents which generated reports, and
made 267 arrests.
Following this report is a breakdown of the activity and arrests for 1996.
Ossipee is not LA, but it's not Mayberry either. | am very proud of the members of
this police department for the professional job that they do, sometimes under very
dangerous and adverse conditions. In addition to Sgt. Don Grow and Cpl. Jim
Eldridge are Sr.Patrolman Chris Ruel, Patrolmen Carl Huddleston and Jeff Brown,
part time officers Eric Diamond, Shawn Willard, John Smith, Mike Bedley, and

Wayne Black, and they all make me very proud to be their Chief.
| truly appreciate all of their hard work and dedication this past year.
| would like to thank the law enforcement agencies around us for their help
and assistance,

the fire departments,

rescue and ambulance

services for their

cooperation and help at the many emergency scenes, the staff at Town hall, and to
the organizations, businesses, and people of Ossipee for their continued support.
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OSSIPEE

POLICE DEPARTMENT
Activity, 1996

Unattended Death
Sexual Assaults
Attempted Suicide
Armed Robbery
Aggravated Assault
Simple Assault
Criminal Threats

Harassment

Disorderly Conduct
Intoxication

Hit and Run
DWI
Reckless Driving
Disobeying Officer
Diving after Suspension
Open Container
Parking Violation
Traffic Warnings
Traffic Citations
Traffic Fatals
Traffic Accidents
Criminal Trespass
Invade Privacy
Animal Cruelty
Pet/Livestock
Family Fights
Neighbor Disputes
Noise Complaints
Assist Other Police
Assist Fire Departments
Assist Rescue
Animal Control
Assist Other
Assist Public Works
Alarms (business)
Alarms (homes)

Harassment
Arson

Burglary
Attempted Burglary
Shoplifting
Theft (felony)
Theft (misdemeanor)
Theft (vehicle)
Fraud
Bad Checks
Receive Stolen Property
Criminal Mischief
Att. Criminal Mischief
Possession of Drugs
Pornography
Child Abuse (physical)
Child Neglect
Domestic Violence Order
Violation of Orders
Family Offenses
Resisting Arrest
False Report
Witness Tampering

Lost Property

Found Property
Runaways
Weapons Violations
Missing Persons
Escapes
Citizen Assists
Stranded Motorists
Bank Escort
Civil
Suspicious Person/Vehicle
Abandoned Vehicles
Security Checks
Welfare Checks
Public Relations
Warrants
Miscellaneous
Paper Service
63
Total incidents which generated reports: 2,851
Obstructing Justice

OSSIPEE

Operating after Suspension
Protective Custody
Reckless Conduct

POLICE DEPARTMENT
Arrests, 1996

pe
54
2

DWI

Criminal Mischief
Theft

5

22

Disorderly Conduct
Fugitive
Animal Cruelty
Assault
Animal Violations

Escape
Warrants

Violate Protective Orders
Habitual Offender
Open Container
Criminal threats
Conspiracy
Transport Drugs
Fraud
Receive Stolen Property
Witness Tampering
Reckless Operation
Armed Robbery
Arson

ho

Criminal Trespass
Possession of Drugs
Criminal Restraint
Criminal Contempt
Disobeying Officer
Shoplifting
Possession of Alcohol

+)

Forgery
Littering

Burglary
False Report
Resisting Arrest

Criminal Solicitation
Sex Offender Reg.
Miscellaneous
W
—
HPOND
hh
AaSewWwWnNnwbr
oe
Total arrests: 267

Respectfully submitted,
RICHARD

H. MORGAN

Chief of Police
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RESCUE SERVICE
Your rescue service has had a very busy year. The service responded to over
300 calls.
The service’s continued education and training assures the citizens of the town
the most professional care available in time of need. Over the past year the
following members have completed and are certified as:

EMT-Intermediate

Becky Burton

EMT-Basic

Tammy Baillargeon
Bob Burton
Belinda Cullen
Bruce Williams

CRP Instructor

Bob Burton

In the coming year the service will continue to upgrade our equipment and
training to better serve the town with the same enthusiasm and professionalism as
we have in the past.
We wish to thank past captain Paul Jay for his efforts over the past two years as
head of service and as a valued present member in good standing.
Thank you for your support.
BOB BURTON, NREMT-CPR INST.
Captain

5/

TIMBER MONITOR

REPORT, 1996/1997

We have had a busy year with several "Big" timbering operations here in
Ossipee.
We called on the State agencies involved in regulating timber harvesting for

assistance on several of these operations. Some sixteen (16) warning and notices
were issued in Ossipee during this period.
There were sixty (60) intents and supplemental intents filed to date for a total of
1,672 acres to be cut. (NOTE: This does not mean clear cut, but simply that timber
was taken from this number of acres, some of which may have been clear cut).
This year | have not included the estimated volumes cut by species as in years
past. These figures are not accurate and therefore, may be misleading and
confusing.
The problem is that if | were to report these figures for 1996 accurately | would
not have the necessary data until after the 15th of July 1997. This is due to the

complicated system that the State of New Hampshire has in place at this time. The
Timber tax year runs from April 1, 1996 until March 31, 1997 with an extension
available to those operations which may not finish cutting by the 31st of March, for
whatever reason. All that is needed to be done for such an extension is that the
property owner write to the Selectmen requesting said extension prior to the 15th
of March. The letter is then filed with the intent to cut and/or supplemental intent
and an extension is granted until the 30th of June, 1997, with the Report of Timber
Cut due by the 15th of July, 1997. You can see how complicated it would be to
issue my report with any accuracy before all the data is in.
If you have any questions regarding this or any other timber related matter
please call me at 539-4028
Respectfully yours,
JOHN E. SMITH
Timber Monitor
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REPORT TO THE CITIZENS OF COUNCIL
DISTRICT ONE
It is an honor to report to you as a member of the New Hampshire Executive
Council. The Executive Council is five in number and serves much like a Board of
Directors at the top of your Executive Branch of State Government in Concord. We
vote on most contracts over $2,500 to outside agencies, individuals and
municipalities, also major permits to use state waters. 267 unclassified positions as
Commissioners and Directors within the Executive Branch of State Government,

and the entire Judicial Branch of NH State Government is voted in by the Governor
with the advice and consent of the Executive Council. We also vote on
gubernatorial nominations of hundreds of citizens to various boards and
commissions as prescribed by NH Law.
Anyone desiring further information should write or call our State House
Office (listed below).
Citizens in the region should be attentive to several projects:
1) The statewide Health Care Council’s 18-month planning project will be
coming to conclusion in December of 1997. There are three very active Councils
in this District. Information can be obtained by calling Commissioner Terry
Morton, Department of Health and Human Services, at 1-800-852-3345.
2) The ten-year highway planning process will be underway this coming
summer and fall. | will be conducting at least three hearings in this district to
ascertain regional needs. Information on this project can be obtained by calling
Commissioner Leon Kenison, Department of Transportation, at 271-3735.

3) The NH Joint Tourist Promotional Program will, | expect, be funded at least

with $500,000 to be matched by local Chamber of Commerce and tourists groups
to promote your region. Information on this program is available from
Commissioner Robb Thomson, Department of Resources and Economic
Development, at 271-2411.
4) There is approximately $172,000 waiting to be matched by local economic
development promotion dollars from local groups. Information can be obtained on
this program from Director Norman Storrs, Economic Development, at 271-2341.
5) There is about 10 million dollars waiting for applications from local
governments for Community Development Block Grants to improve your local
town and area. Information on how to apply can be obtained by calling Director
Jeff Taylor, Office of State Planning, at 271-2155.

6) Local towns, cities, counties and eligible organizations should be aware of
the large Federal and State Surplus Distribution Programs (the state surplus
distribution center is open to the public at White Farm on Clinton Street in
Concord, NH on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays). Further information may be
obtained by calling Supervisor Art Haeussler, Surplus Distribution, at 271-2602.
7) Citizens and groups concerned with disabilities should be aware of the
large number of services available from the Developmental Disabilities Council by
calling Director Alan Robichaud at 271-3236.
8) The Department of Environmental

Services, covering water, sewers,

air,

lakes, and rivers, has available information and financial resources by calling
Commissioner

Robert Varney or Assistant Commissioner

Dana

Bisbee at 271-

3503.
9) The Department of Health and Human Services, including elderly, mental
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health, human services, public health, drug and alcohol abuse are all under
Commissioner Terry Morton at 1-800-852-3345.

Our State Government is small, effective, and efficient. It is amazing how
many services, both technical information and financial assistance, is available to

eligible applicants and for proposals.
Please call my office at any time. | am at your service.
Raymond S. Burton
State House - Room 207

Concord, NH 03301
Tel. (603) 271-3632
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TRI-COUNTY
COMMUNITY ACTION
Serving Coos, Carroll & Grafton Counties
To the Selectmen and Residents of the Town of Ossipee:

As the new Carroll County Community Contact Director, | look forward to
helping assure that Ossipee residents will continue to be provided a needed service
through the Community Action Program (CAP) at the 5 Folsom Road location in

Center Ossipee, NH.
CAP in 1996 provided residents with $154,141,00 which incudes the
following: fuel assistance of $50,160.00, weatherization of $16,120.00, FEMA
funds of $1,892.00, Homeless funds of $1,370.00, and USDA food of $891.00.

In my short tenure, the support from your elected officials and staff, other
social service agencies, residents, our clients, and my newly hired staff has been

incredible and much appreciated as we continue to grow and make positive
changes in this escalating and much needed service to the residents of the town of
Ossipee.
Much appreication,
MARGE M. WEBSTER

Carroll County Community Contact Director
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OSSIPEE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Annual Report, 1996
"Historic buildings frame our New Hampshire lifestyle. They are an
integral part of what makes this state such a great place to live, and when
we lose too much of our historic architecture, our quality of life suffers
too."
INHERIT

NEW HAMPSHIRE Quarterly

This quote speaks to The Ossipee Historical Society's ambitious and successfu
project for 1996 - to replaster and restore to the 1856 appearance, the interio!
ceiling and walls of the Early Settlers' Meeting House at Leighton's Corner ir
Granite. Members' and community friends' generous response to a Fund Drive,
and the Society's many sales and exhibits resulted in completely funding and
finishing the project in September. This historic old church can now be a lovely
setting for community and Society events.
The Meeting House was open for visitors in August on Granite Day, and for
the Annual Sunday Service.
New sale items added this year are - notepaper picturing the Early Settlers’
Meeting House, a paperback reprinting of Minnie Leighton's book about the early
years of the Meeting House, and prints-for-framing of a photo and a painting of
Center Ossipee village.
The Society was well represented on the schedule and in the flyer for Old
Home Week - with a beautiful Quilt Exhibit at Town Hall, an "Ossipee Attic" float
in the July 4th parade, an interesting program for Veterans, and the 2nd: Annual
"Walking Tour of Historic Center Ossipee" led by author Ted Cook.
In May, the Society hosted the quarterly meeting of the Pequawket Historic
League, a group of 18 Historical Societies along the ME-NH border. A group from
OHS attended each of the other meetings in Feb., Aug., and Nov. At the
November meeting, Doris Ashton was elected Vice President and Pauline Atwood,
Secretary/Treasurer of the League.
Our new Genealogy chairman, Ruby Pearson, has begun the job of organizing
our genealogy files and adding to our references. The Society receives many
requests for information about former Ossipee residents.
Curator Arletta Paul supplied the Historical Society's Ossipee photographs and
captions for the book, "Images of America. The Lower Mount Washington Valley.
Albany - Tamworth - Ossipee." by Jean Ulitz and Mabel Hidden, published in
1996. This collection of photographs beautifully illustrates life from 1850 - 1950 in
this area.
Thanks to the generous donation of a computer by Jan and Jim Tully, 1000
items from our 3000 have now been catalogued on the computer by Arletta Paul.
This is so much faster and will help considerably to find information about our
collection, including genealogical information.
Monthly meetings of OHS included programs about interesting early New
Hampshire women, tracing your ancestors, and railroading on the Conway —
Branch. Meetings are held at the Ossipee Public Library.
Building improvements to Grant Hall were the installation of new fluorescent
lights with UV guards, along with rewiring of the whole hall and more useful
outlet

locations.

Grant

Hall

is the Society's

Museum,

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays during July and August.
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which

was

open

on™

Members were on —

hand to guide visitors through the exhibits, and to describe the many new items of
Ossipee historical value which are donated to the Society each year.
The Ossipee Historical Society is proud of its contributions and its continuing
efforts to preserve Ossipee's past and to promote an appreciation of our town's
history.

Respectfully submitted,
DORIS ASHTON,
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President

OSSIPEE PLANNING

BOARD

1996 Annual Report
The Board met regularly on the first and third Tuesdays at 7:00 p.m. at the Ossipee
Town Hall, with additional meetings or work sessions held when necessary.
During 1996 the Board granted 19 site plan approvals. The Board also
approved 4 subdivisions and 4 boundary line adjustments. Two special use
permits were granted.
With the help of the Zoning Enforcement Officer and preliminary meetings
with the applicants, the process is very smooth. Especially if variances or special
exceptions are required.
This year we met with the Lakes Region Planning Commission and asked
them to assist us with a growth plan for the Town.
We thank those members who served on the Planning Board this year, and
strongly encourage others to join us in the future. It is vital to have a full elected
Board to serve the applicants at hearings.
GILBERT C. ADAMS, Chairman
E. MILTON DOW, Vice Chairman
PATRICIA JONES, Selectmen’s Representative
BOYD “BUCKY” PARKER
JAMES RINES
RAY LEAVITT, Secretary (non-member)
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ZONING

BOARD

OF ADJUSTMENT

The Zoning Board of Adjustment functioned under the leadership of Chairman
Mark McConkey and Vice-chairman David L. Babson Jr. The function of the ZBA
is to interpret the intent of the Ossipee Zoning Ordinance, and the Board has the
authority to act on appeals of administrative decisions, to approve special
exceptions, and to grand variances.
The ZBA experienced a busy year. In addition to answering numerous zoning
questions, the Board held twenty-eight hearings for variances and special
exceptions. Twenty-five were approved, two denied, and one application was
withdrawn.
Our appreciation is extended to those who during 1996, have served our
community on the Zoning Board of Adjustment.

Mark McConkey, Chairman
David L. Babson Jr. Vice-chairman

Sam Martin
Stanley Brothers
Joseph Deighan
Robert Burton
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REPORT OF THE
ZONING ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
The following is the Zoning Enforcement Officer’s Annual Report for the year
ending December 31, 1996:
Building/Zoning Permits issued
Building Permit fees paid to Town
Sign Permits issued
Total Correspondence issued
Violation of Ordinances cited
Denial of Building/Zoning Permit

:

98 each
$2,750.00
12 each
229 letters
99 letters
29 letters

The majority of the permit denials were later rescinded and permits issued as
the result of subsequent appeals to the Zoning Board of Adjustment and its issuance
of Special Exceptions, Variances, or other appropriate relief.
Most of the violations were corrected by appropriate corrective action by the
property owners involved; however, there remain twelve outstanding violations
which are in various states of negotiation, appeals, or corrective action. A “fining”
process has been established by the Board of Selectmen which will be used in the
immediate future to aid in the enforcement of the Town’s ordinances when all
other reasonable attempt to seek compliance fail.
As requested, meetings of the Board of Selectmen, Planning Board, and
Zoning Board of Adjustment were attended for testimony and to discuss violations
and other matters related to the Town’s ordinances.
Respectfully submitted,
MAURICE

H. O’DONNELL

Zoning Enforcement Officer
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OSSIPEE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
1996 Annual Report
The Ossipee Conservation Commission functioned this year under the
leadership of Chairman Peter Olkkola and Vice-chairman Ralph Buchanan. Other
members were Frank Hammond, Maria LaGuardia, Randy Lyman, Roger Preston,
John Smith, and Ray Leavitt (alternate).

Seven dredge and fill applications were processed through the New
Hampshire Wetlands Bureau.
A forest management subcommittee was formed. Harvesting of timber from
the Boulder Hill lot was initiated.
In May a special presentation was made by Mr. Bill Simione of Recreation
Creations, Inc. regarding their recycled plastic "Plastech" playstructures program.
The commission, under the leadership of John Smith, constructed a booth at
the July 4th celebration, at which conservation literature and other related items

were distributed and questions answered.
The commission sent two youngsters from the Ossipee Central School to the
Barry Conservation Camp in Berlin. Sponsored jointly by UNH Cooperative
Extension and NH Fish and Game, this camp is geared toward youths who have an
interest in the outdoors and in becoming responsible outdoor users.
The Ossipee Conservation Commission meets on the second Wednesday of
each month at 7:30 p.m. at the Town Hall in Center Ossipee. All meetings are
open to the public and your participation is encouraged. The commission is a
member of the New Hampshire Association of Conservation Commissions.
Respectfully submitted,
RAY LEAVITT, Secretary
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OSSIPEE OLD HOME WEEK
1996 Annual Report
Ossipee Old Home Week 1996 was a wonderful success. This year we
offered a full nine-day schedule of events which were designed to offer something
‘or all ages to enjoy.
There were several of the Town’s non-profit organizations who joined with us
this past year in sponsoring many different events, and they were very successful in
raising money which will come back into the community in many ways.
This past year, the events, coupled with the fireworks, cost over $1 5,000, with

every penny being raised by the Committee and through the generous donations of
many individuals and businesses in the town. The Old Home Week Committee is
completely volunteer and needs your help. If you are interested in helping, please
contact any member of the committee or attend one of our meetings.
As of this writing, plans for Old Home Week 1997 are well under way, and
‘his committee remains dedicated to promoting community pride and to
celebrating the 4th ofJuly the way every town in America should.
As chairman for 1996, | would like to thank all of the committee members for

heir hard work, and all the members of this community who have been so very
upportive.

Respectfully submitted,
RICHARD

H. MORGAN

Chairman, 1996
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RECREATION DIRECTOR'S ANNUAL REPORT
FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR OF 1996
To the Selectmen and Citizens of the Town of Ossipee:

1996 has been a year full of activity for the Ossipee Recreation Department. The
department continues its membership with the: National Recreation and Parks
Association, American Park and Recreation Society, National Youth Sports
Coaches Association, New Hampshire Parks and Recreation Association and the
Carroll County Recreation Director's Association. Membership in these
organizations provides resources and input on national, state, and local basis. | am
actively involved with the New Hampshire Parks and Recreation Association as a
member of its program committee and the Carroll County Recreation Association.
In addition | have been involved in the organization of Ossipee Old Home Week
and the Winter Carnival.
The department has continued to provide programs in cooperation with the
Carroll County Y.M.C.A., Nancy Kelly Breton School of Dance, Kwoon Karate
Academy, Camille’s Dance Studio, and Purity Spring Resort. The department has
also developed new programs this past year in cooperation with C-2 Board Shop
and King Pine Ski area. These cooperative ventures have been a benefit both to the
department and to the respective businesses and organizations.
The program brochure continues to be produced on a quarterly basis. This
serves as a handy resource for people inquiring about programs and services that
are available. In addition the brochure is sent to over 150 Recreation Departments
across the country and Canada through the NRPA Program Brochure Exchange.
Through this program departments send brochures to each other to share ideas.
This past year renovations to the Town Ice Rink were started and hope to be
completed this year. In addition we have started to upgrade the ballfields Another
project we would like to start this year is repair and renovate the town beach at
Duncan Lake.
The Recreation Department offers a wide variety of quality activities for all
ages, designed to meet the needs of the community. The department's goal is to
encourage healthy, active use of your leisure and recreation time. To that end, here
is a list of the activities that were available for 1996.
CHILDREN/YOUTH: Summer Day Camp(ages 6-12), Youth Soccer (grades 1-6),
Flag Football (grades 3-6), Dance (ages 3-12), Boys "A" Travel Basketball(grades 46) Boys “B" Travel Basketball (grades 4-5), Girls' Travel Basketball (grades 4-6),
Field Hockey (grades 4-6), Hot Shots | and II Instructional Basketball (grades 1-4),

Gymnastics (ages 5-12), Basketball Camp (grades 4-6), Squeaky Sneakers (ages
18m-3), Crafty Critters (ages 3-5), Ice Skating Lessons, Karate, and Cheerleading

(grades 4-6), Girls' Softball (grades 4-6), Super Sluggers (grades 1-3), T-Ball

(ages

5-7), and Dance & Gymnastics Camp. TEENS: Aerobics, Karate, Open Gym, Ice
Skating, Volleyball, Snowboarding lessons, Teen Council, and a Christmas
Shopping Trip. ADULTS: Aerobics, Oil painting, Line Dancing, Couples Social
Dancing, Volley ball, Open Gym, Ice skating, and Water Aerobics. SPECIAL
EVENTS: Halloween Party/Dance, Turkey Shoot, Spring, Fall, and Winter Sports
Banquets, Breakfast with Santa, Gary the Silent Clown, March for Parks, Ossipee
Lake Ice Out Contest, Portland Pirates Game, Portland Sea Dogs Game, Hunter
Certification Course, and a Firearm Safety in the Home Class.
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During this past year a Teen Council was formed comprised of teens who are
in the process of planning activities and events for teens. They are also working on
a Constitution and By-Laws. The Council is supervised by myself and other
members of the community.
A special

"Thank

You"

is extended

to all coaches,

referees,

umpires,

instructors, and volunteers who generously shared their time and expertise which
greatly enhanced the quality of the activities and programs....without your help and
guidance, the department could not accomplish what it does. | would like to show
my deep appreciation to all the businesses, individuals, civic groups, and
organizations for their support of the Department's activities this year. Your
generosity has provided much needed resources for the activities. Through your
financial contributions and your individual effort many children have been able to
participate in these activities.
| would also like to thank "Sam" Martin for all her hard work on the brochure;

Jim Sheehy for setting up the gym for activities; Peter Olkkola and Lawrence
Brownell for keeping the fields and Mill Pond in good shape; Rodney and Harold
White and the Highway Crew for keeping the ice rink clear; and to Steven Fader
for keeping the ballfields lined and the ice rink flooded.
If you have any questions about the Recreation Department, ideas for
programs or activities, would like to volunteer in some way, or just want to chat,

please stop by the office.
Respectfully Submitted,
Peter Waugh
Recreation Director
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REPORT OF
OSSIPEE LAKE DAM AUTHORITY
This is the sixth year of operations. There were regular meetings as follows:
July 10, 1996 - Ossipee
October 9, 1996 (Canceled)

Jan. 10, 1996 - Ossipee

April 17, 1996 - Freedom
1995 Remaining Balance

$1,672.18

1996 Appropriations
Ossipee
Freedom

12,062.00
16,265.82
$30,000.00

Less Expenses
NYNEX monitoring circuits
AT&T monitoring circuits

Aleska Construction - Snowplowing
NH Water Resources Comm. - Gauges
PSNH Electricity
Skehan Home Center
Sec./Treas. Salary
Postage

Dam Operators Salary
Legal
Check Printing
Ossipee Auto Parts
Income
Interest

$379.20
65.16
252.00
4,900.00
todle73
92050
100.00
10.20
2,000.00
20.83
1462
36.56
$8,025.85
$141.59
$22,115.74

1997 Appropriations (Estimate)
Ossipee
Freedom

$4,362.71
498.02
$29,976.47

Respectfully sumbitted,
WILLIAM O. CUTLER
Secretary-Treasurer
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ANIMAL CONTROL REPORT
Ossipee, NH - 1996
In the year of 1996 there were 645 dogs licensed in the Town of Ossipee. |
responded to 382 calls, traveling 4,084 miles, for a total of 380 man hours. Over

all, 32 dogs were impounded for running at large. There were 14 bite cases with
14 quarantined dogs, all of which received a clean bill of health; 33 summonses

issued for nuisance complaints; 45 dogs were found and returned to their owners;
and 5 dogs were taken into protective custody for cruelty to animals. The only
confirmed rabies case in Ossipee was a raccoon which had bitten a dog. The dog
was quarantined for six months under Veterinarian care.
In July of 1996 | attended classes at the University of New Hampshire held by
the S.P.C.A. for one week. The classes were most informative and covered a wide
variety of animal problems and handling. I’m looked forward to attending again in
1997 to continue my education in this field.
Many hours are involved in keeping an updated list of currently licensed dogs,
so if found they can be returned to their owners. It is required by law that any dog,
when outside, wear a collar with current license and rabies tag attached. | have
heard from many owners that the tags keep coming off. The “S” type hooks that
come with the tags apparently are at fault. A tip from the grapevine says that using
a round type key ring, sold at the hardware store, keeps tags securely in place.
Yearly licensing will soon be here again. Be sure to check you pet’s rabies
expiration date. Dog licenses expire April 30, 1997. Licenses may be obtained at
the Town Hall prior to April 30, 1997. A pet not currently vaccinated and licensed,
in a bite situation, could cost $2,500.00 plus impoundment fees and any cost to the
town.

Leash Law. The leash law says that an owner/keeper shall have control over
their dog/dogs at all times. It does not say that their dog/dogs must be leased at all
times. If a dog is with its owner/keeper and the owner/keeper calls it and it returns
to them, they have control over it. The key issue here is that the dog is with the
owner/keeper. If the owner/keeper knowingly allows the dog to run free or leaves
the area where the dog is known to be, then the owner/keeper is not in control of
the dog. A dog off its premises, with no apparent owner/keeper present, is in
violation. Also, as of January 1, 1997, there is a new law requiring dogs to be
tethered while in a vehicle.
| would like to thank the citizens of Ossipee for their input and the employees
of the Town of Ossipee for their support. | look forward to serving you to the best
of my ability in the coming year.
Respectfully submitted,
JIM ELCOCK,
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Dog Officer

VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION-HOSPICE OF
SOUTHERN CARROLL COUNTY & VICINITY, INC.
Annual Report, 1996
The Visiting Nurse Association-Hospice of Southern Carroll County and
Vicinity Inc., better known as the VNA-Hospice, has had an extremely busy year
since | was appointed the Executive Director in September of 1995. The Agency

has made a total of 44,938 home visits, which is a 12.2% growth. The Agency’s
budget is now more than $2,500,000.00, which now classifies the VNA-Hospice

as a medium sized HomeCare Agency. There are officially 97 employees, most of
whom are part time. During 1996 the Agency celebrated its Golden Anniversary as
a not-for-profit HomeCare Organization.
The following services were provided to the residents of Ossipee between
October 1, 1995 and September 30, 1996. This represents 23% of all the services

provided by the VNA-Hospice.
TOWN

Number of Recipients Receiving Services

163

Home Care Visits Made
Hospice Visits Made

8,417
1,754

Out Patient Services

213

TOTAL

10,384

NUMBER

OF SERVICES

VNA-HOSPICE

781
36,967
7,060
911

44,938

Besides Ossipee, the VNA-Hospice provides service to the residents of Alton,
Brookfield, Effingham, Sandwich, Tuftonboro, Wolfeboro, and Wakefield. We have
also helped the HomeCare Agencies in Moultonboro, Tamworth, Freedom,
Madison, Milton, Albany, and Middleton to provide services to their residents.

The VNA-Hospice is a not-for-profit, equal opportunity employer, located in
Wolfeboro at Huggins Hospital. The staff located in the office includes
Administrative, Secretarial, and Financial People. The people who work directly in
the home include Registered Nurses, Licensed Practical Nurses, Certified Nurses
Assistants,

Physicians,

Homemakers,

and Social Workers.

They also include

Physical, Speech, and Occupational therapists. The Agency uses the services of
many, many volunteers who work on the Board of Directors, on Committees,

in

the office, and directly with our patients. Their services are essential to our
operation and are greatly appreciated.
VNA-Hospice has three major programs that are offered throughout our
service area, including our Home Health Care Program, our Outpatient-Maternal
Child Health Program, and our Hospice Program. Through these programs we are
able to provide services in your home such as Skilled Nursing Care, including
some High Technological care such as Intravenous Therapy and Pain Control
Therapy. We provide Home Health Aide Care, Homemaking, Physical Therapy,
Speech Therapy, Occupational Therapy, and Social Work. We also provide Well
Child Clinics, Immunization Clinics, and Flu Shot Clinics throughout our area
VNA-Hopice also provides counseling and support sessions in the area of
bereavement. We provide a Sudden Death Response Team to help survivors get
through the crisis. The Agency provides formal educational programs such as our
Volunteer Training Courses and our AIDS Seminar. Administrative Staff Members

aS

willingly have done public speaking engagements and have lead discussion groups
on any of our programs or on the Medicare/Medicaid Benefit.
During the next year the VNA-Hospice will be able to provide Psychiatric
Nursing Care and even more High Technological services in the home. During
1995, in collaboration with Huggins Hospital, we applied for and were awarded
two grants to establish a Good Beginnings Program, which will enable us to
provide services to any newborn and their family in our service area. The VNAHospice is one of the major Health Care providers in this region, and it is essential
that we are able to meet the needs of our communities. This Agency is committed
to you, and we anticipate collaborating with other health care providers in this
region to come up with different systems of providing services to you that will be
more efficient and cost effective. We will continue to work with all Local, State,

Federal, and Third Party Payors to meet your needs.
We receive most of our funding from Medicare/Medicaid, other insurances,
fees collected, and Grants from the New Hampshire Bureau of Maternal and Child
Health. The VNA-Hospice is very dependent on our fund drives, our donations,
and our town appropriation funds, which enable us to continue to provide nonrefundable services to those patients who need them.
In accordance with New Hampshire Statutory Requirements regulating
Transactions involving Directors of Charitable Trusts (RSA 7:19-a), the VNAHospice is making known that Dr. Eric Lewis, who is a voting member of the
Board of Directors, is also an Employee of the Agency. He serves as the Medical
Director of the Hospice and Maternal Child Health Programs and receives fiscal
compensation for these services.
The Board of Directors, the Staff, and | thank you for your continued support.

Respectfully submitted
MARILYN A. BARBA,
Executive Director
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MS, RN, CNA

OSSIPEE CONCERNED

CITIZENS, INC.

Annual Report 1996
To the Selectmen and Citizens of the Town of Ossipee, Ossipee Concerned
Citizens, Inc. submits its Annual Report:

In 1975 Ossipee Concerned Citizens became incorporated. A board of directors
and non-profit status positioned the governing body to act on identifiable service
needs within the community. The Meals-On-Wheels Program for seniors was
formed. Over 40,000 meals were prepared in 1996.
In 1980 the WIC Program was added to the agency. Nutrition/education and
counseling were made accessible to income eligible mothers with children and
infants. At the end of 1996, a caseload of 1009 were being seen each month. In
addition, the CSF (Commodity Supplemental Food) Program supplements food
vouchers for WIC participants. With this same USDA program, 150 eligible seniors
receive monthly food boxes.
Realizing the need for child care for working families, the Ossipee Crossings
Child Care Center was added in 1991. With this program, OCC began to meet the
needs of all ages, and continues to do so.
Essential to the quality of service is fundraising. In 1996, over $21,000.00 was
raised through a variety of activities,

including suppers,

craft fairs, whist, and

catering.

Other community-oriented programs include free weekly blood pressure clinics
with VNA/Hospice of Southern Carroll County, annual flu/pneumonia shots for
sickness prevention (also VNA/Hospice), annual Rabies Clinic with Kindness
Animal Hospital, Annual Winter Carnival (with VFW Post #8270, Ossipee
Recreation Department, Ossipee Police Department, Ossipee Elks Club), CoatsFor-Kids (Ossipee/Wolfeboro Cleaners—689 coats this past winter), and "The Santa
Project" (the largest non-contracted program).
Contracts with the Division of Elderly and Adult Services, and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture supply ninety percent of OCC's annual budget. Client
donations, fundraising, and town support complete the operating budget for the
agency.
It is difficult to measure the impact of services provided. But most citizens have
benefited in some form by their accessibility. And the agency benefits by those
who live here, succeeding on your invaluable support. On behalf of the Board of
Directors and Staff of OCC, | wish to extend my deepest appreciation to the
citizens of the Town of Ossipee for that support once again this year.
Respectfully submitted,
DONNA E. SARGENT
Executive Director

Jia

WELFARE
Annual Report 1996
——_———————1
Z

Housing & Shelter $1080.96
Electric
478.33
Heat
204.74
Medical

Quarter

3

4

TOTAL

$993.00
1,032.06
00.00

687.80
985.39
00.00

$1,462.50
508.90
58.65

$4,224.26
3,004.68
263.39

797.99

245.24

132639

169.96

1,345.58

Food & Personal

70.82

373.65

19.74

9.54

ARTS

Gas
Burial

19.74
0.00

00.00
0.00

15.00
0.00

29.75
1,114.00

64.49
1,114.00

$2,652.58

$2,643.95

$1,840.32

$3,353.30

$10,490.15

TOTALS

This year repayments totaling $498.52 were made to the town.
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OSSIPEE WATER AND WASTEWATER
1980-1996

DEPARTMENT

To the Board of Selectmen and citizens of Ossipee:

From January until the closing days of December, the Water Department's
personnel were totally immersed in the water project this year. First and foremost,
to maintain water and sewer service in a safe and healthful manner during
construction—and this we did. Secondly, to work with contractors, consultants, the

State of New

Hampshire, federal

regulators, Town

personnel, and you, the customers and residents—and

of Ossipee management
this we

did. The town

entered into a water project with several major contracts: to do earth work and
install two large gravel-packed wells; to construct a corrosion control building to
house special equipment for water treatment; to install over eight thousand feet of
12-inch ductile iron water main connecting to the present system. Constructing a
three hundred thousand gallon concrete storage tank; installing over three hundred
water meters, backflow devices, and pressure reducers for each customer's house;
install more hydrants for fire protection and insurance credit; and, lastely, to raise

sewer manholes and gate boxes, including those on Moultonville Road, to allow
new paving on the streets affected by the project. Much coordination had to
happen. The goal to finish this in 1996 was a major undertaking, to say the least—
but this we did.
As fall soon closed around us, the Department again oversaw another contract
to insulate over eighty meters in unheated areas before winter. This, too, we did.
Since Mother Nature dropped her first snowflake, we have worked on an
entirely new meter billing system. The Selectmen have held committee meetings
_on the rate schedules and reviewed and adopted an improved water ordinance
after holding two public hearings. The new regulations became effective January 1,
1997;

You, the customer or resident, experienced much of this work—these changes
and inconvenience—right along with us. During this past year we have affected
your lives one way or another. By answering your service calls, listening to your
concerns—and, yes, your complaints—we’ve learned much, and | know you have
learned with us. We can say we have done something important in our
community, and while maintained properly this system will be here for
generations. Safe and clean drinking water and conservation of our wastewater
will make Ossipee always a better place in which to live. This journey started in
1980, and now, fifteen years later, we have met our goal. This has not been
without

inconveniences, cost, or risk, but you as a Town have chosen to do more

than maintain. You have improved while maintaining.
Again this year, | thank all those supporting this mission and cause.
As Superintendent, | personally thank two committed employees, Emile
Legendre and Pauline Templeton, for the constant support and sense of duty to this
community.

Respectfully submitted,
ROLAND

C. STOCKBRIDGE

Superintendent.
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WATER

RATE SYSTEM

Private User Rate: $22.50 per quarter, base rate, plus $1.75 per thousand
gallons used.
Public Volume User Rate: $2,375.00 per quarter.
Multiple Unit Housing Rate: $875.00 per quarter, plus $1.75 per thousand
gallons used.
Hydrant Rate: $300.00 per year
Base Rate Charge: The Base Rate Charge will be applicable to the Private User
Rate and Multiple Unit Housing Rate customers and will be assessed as long as
the meter remains installed.
SEWER (UNIT SYSTEM)
Residence wisiesska-ereevaepoucs
Anche ees ats
ee,
BuSINGSS. A.A). nA AS aE
ee Oe
RE Ee
eee
Churehes: (churches, halls) de. cveyackits boven pegeeeeee res eee

$190.00
$225.00
$190.00

Schools (one unit for each ten people x rate) ...........eeeseeeeeneeeeeneee $225.00
Laundromat (one unit for three washers X rate) .........sccccsecsseeseeeseees $225.00

OUR OFFICE IS OPEN 8:00 TO 4:30 MONDAY THRU
EXCEPT HOLIDAYS AT 6 DORE STREET.
TELEPHONE: 603-539-7150
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FRIDAY

REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden,

Fire Department,

and State Forest Ranger,

contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required
before doing any open burning. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law,
and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable
for all fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the N. H. Division of Forests and
Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist
communities with forest fire suppression, prevention, and training programs as well
as the enforcement of forest fire and timber harvest laws. If you have any questions
regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call our office at 271-2217.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols, and 3
contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports form citizens aid in the
quick response from local fire departments.
1996 FIRE STATISTICS

(Cost Shared)

FIRES REPORTED BY COUNTY
Belknap
Carroll
Cheshire
Coos
Grafton
Hillsborough
Merrimack
Rockingham
Strafford
Sullivan

CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED

06
07
ifs
10
12
19
14
LD
05
06

Smoking
Debris Burning
Campfire
Power Line
Railroad
Equipment Use
Lightning
Children
OHRV
Miscellaneous

05
34
16
04
02
01
02
22
01
20

TOTAL FIRES LOZ

“REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!”
ROBERT E. BOYD
Forest Ranger

DANA B. CULLEN, SR.
Forest Fire Warden
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OSSIPEE CORNER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Annual Report
To: Ossipee Corner

Light & Power

Precinct,

Board of Commissioners

and

Residents:

Department Statistics
Total Calls: 112
.
Total Man hours volunteered for calls, training, and meetings: 2,609.5
Administrative hours (inspections, meetings, department operation): 1,984

Structure Fires (includes
electrical, contents)

Vehicle Fires
Wildland Fires
Haz-Mat Incidents
Alarms
Mutual Aid Responses
CO Alarms

13
4
11
4
6
24
3

Misc. Responses
Chimney Fires

16
“

Motor Vehicle Accidents
Smoke Investigations
Wires Down
Bomb Threats
Special Services

30
=
12
0
:

The department saw a decrease in calls for 1996 from 1995 of 15. The
membership roster at year end was 17 and one junior member.
As in past, the water supply projects continue to progress. The willingness of
the town to work with us in coordinating the projects with planned town projects
has been of great assistance.
The department continues to operate on the established equipment
replacement plan which keeps the equipment up to date with minimal impact on
the budget.
From the administrative side, the department continues to see an increase in
requests for inspections and review of plans for compliance of the state fire codes.
| would like to express my appreciation to the dedicated group of volunteers
who continue to devote the many hours to training, responding to calls, and
assisting with special projects at the station, all for the benefit of our community.
To the precinct commissioners and the residents of the precinct who have
supported us, Thank You.
Respectfully,
MARK WASHBURN,
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Fire Chief

OSSIPEE CORNER

LIGHT & POWER

PRECINCT

1997 Proposed Budget
1996 1997
4130
4130-01
4130-02
4130-03
4130-04

EXECUTIVE
$900.00
300.00
500.00
400.00

$900.00
300.00
500.00
400.00

$2,100.00

$2,100.00

$300.00
125.00
$425.00

$300.00
175.00

$475.00

General Maintenance

$1,000.00
1,200.00
1,500.00
100.00
100.00
2,000.00

$1,500.00
1,200.00
2,000.00
100.00
100.00
2,500.00

TOTAL 4194

$5,900.00

7,400.00

$2,500.00
6,500.00
1,200.00
150.00

$2,350.00
6,300.00
1,000.00
150.00

$10,350.00

$9,800.00

$850.00
1,150.00
2,000.00
12,500.00
5,200.00
2,500.00
2,800.00
1,300.00

$900.00
1,000.00
2,000.00
13,000.00
5,300.00
2,600.00
3,000.00

$42800.00

41,400.00

Commissioner’s

Reimbursement

Clerk’s Reimbursement
Precinct Miscellaneous

Legal Expenses
TOTAL 4130

4150
4150.01
4150-02

FINANCIAL

ADMINISTRATION

Treasurer’s Reimbursement

Treasurer’s Bonding
TOTAL 4150
GOVERNMENT

BUILDING

Heating Oil
Electricity
Snow Removal
Furnace Maintenance

Septic Maintenance
4194-06
4196
4196-01
4196-02
4196-03
4396-04

INSURANCE

Building
Vehicles
Workman’s Compensation
Error & Omissions
TOTAL 4196

4220
4220.01
4220.02
4220-03
4220-04
4220-05
4220-06
4220-07
4220-08
4220-09
4220-10
4220-11
4220-12
4220-13
4220-14
4220-15

FIRE DEPARTMENT

Telephone
Fire Apparatus Fuel
Mutual Aid Dues
Firefighters’ Reimbursement
Fire Chief’s Expenses
Firefighters’ Expenses
Maintenance Fire Apparatus
Maintenance Communications
Maintenance Fire Equipment
Protective Fire Gear
Training
Expendable Trust Water Supply
Expendable Trust Fire Truck
Occupational Health
Fire Prevention
TOTAL 4220
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4316 HIGHWAY
4316.01

4711-01
4711-02

4902-01
4902-02

& STREETS

Street Lighting

$3,800.00

$4,200.00

TOTAL 4316
4711 DEBT SERVICE
Princ. Long Term Notes/Bonds

$3,800.00

$4,200.00

Int. Long Term Notes/Bonds

$17,000.00
8,000.00

$31,118.00
1,882.00

TOTAL 4711

$25,000.00

$33,000.00

$8,225.00
0.00

$20,625.00
0.00

$8,225.00

$20,625.00

$20,000.00

0.00

$20,000.00

$0.00
$119,000.00

4902 CAPITAL OUTLAY
Fire Department
Buildings
TOTAL 4902
4915 CAPITAL RESERVE

4915-01

Capital Reserve Fire Truck
TOTAL

4915

$118,600.00
Purchase of New Fire Truck

$166,000.00

Revenue to Offset Taxes

$118,600.00
$3,000.00

AMOUNT

$115,600.00

TOTAL

BUDGET

TO BE RAISED BY TAXES

$285,000.00
166,874.
$118,126.00

1997 amount to be paid by taxation increased 2.18513%
Respectfully submitted,
SCOTT D. KINMOND, Chairman
HARRY H. PENDARVIS
TOM SCHULTZ
Board of Commissioners
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CENTER OSSIPEE FIRE PRECINCT
1996
GOVERNMENT
Executive
Legal Expense

ybs heeg

$9,750.00
1,000.00

$9,750.00
1,000.00

General Government Building

21,100.00

24,100.00

Insurance

17,000.00

15,000.00

$38,935.00
23,300.00
27,000.00
12,366.00

$40,820.00
15,000.00
30,000.00
10,430.00

PU BRIG SACEINY

Fire Department
Street Lights and Hydrants
Princ. - Long term bonds & notes
Int. - Long term bonds & notes
To Capital Reserve Fund, purchase
new fire truck
TOTAL

BUDGET

18,216.81

31,970.37

$150,451.00

$178,070.37

CALLS

False Alarm
Bomb Threats
Special Service Calls
Mutual Aid Calls
Station Stand-bys
Smoke Investigations
Fire Alarms
Woods and Wild Fires

00
Motor Vehicle Accident
00
Wires and Fires
13
Chimney Fires
19 ~~ Miscellaneous Fires
01
Haz-Mat Calls
01
Structure Fires
12 ~~ -Vehicle Fires
05
TOTAL CALLS WERE 98

Respectfully submitted,
CENTER OSSIPEE FIRE PRECINCT

COMMISSIONERS
Edward Williams
Kevin Nason

Timothy Eldridge
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ASSESSING & SELECTMEN’S OFFICE HOURS
Mon - Fri 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM

Tuesday 4:00 PM - 7:00 PM
(603) 539-4181
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
(603) 539-4181
TOWN

CLERK, TAX COLLECTOR’S OFFICE
Mon - Fri 8:30 AM - 4:30 PM
(603) 539-2008

RECREATION

DEPARTMENT

HOURS

HOURS

As needed - Answering Machine
(603) 539-1307
TOWN INCINERATOR
Mon - Sat 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

(Permit fee $10.00 - Selectman’s Office)
(603)

539-4121

LIBRARY

Monday 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Tuesday & Wednesday 10:00 AM - 8:00 PM
Friday & Saturday 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
(Summer - Saturday 9:00 AM - Noon)
(603) 539-6390
WATER/SEWER DEPARTMENT
Bookkeeping 8:00 AM - 12700 Noon
(603) 539-7150
PLANNING BOARD
1st Tuesday 7:00 PM - Formal Meeting
3rd Tuesday 7:00 PM - Informal Meeting
2nd, 4th, 5th Tuesday - Work Sessions as Needed
(603) 539-4181
ZONING

BOARD

OF ADJUSTMENT

2nd Tuesday - 7:00 PM
(603) 539-4181

ZONING ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
Mon Evenings 4:00 PM - 7:00 PM
(603) 539-4181
CONSERVATION

COMMISSION

2nd Wednesday - 7:30 PM
(603) 539-4181
ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

COMMITTEE

Monthly Meetings - Tuesdays
(603) 539-4181
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